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A major activity in the subcontract was to provide theoretical and analytical support for
experimental activities at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Reflecting changes in the
laboratory organization, work was performed initially for Group P-14 and latter for the
Agex Program Office. A second task was to develop, to supply and to support software
in the areas of hydrodynamics, magnetohydrodynamics and electromagnetics. The
programs are compatible with personal computers and allow simulations of experiments
by laboratory personnel both on-site and in the field.

Work under the contract was extensively documented as it was performed. The present
work consists of a chronological collection of the reports generated. The following
reports are included.

1. Magnetic Field Design Calculations - 60 Degree DARHT Spectrometer (April
4994)-

2. ITS Design Studies for the DARHT Spectrometer Collimator;'(May 1994)

3. Simulation of the DARHT Electron Gun with Trak 2.0 (May 1994)

4. CRUNCH Command Reference - One-dimensional Finite-element
Hydrodynamics System (October 1995 with several updates)



5. SESAME Library for Personal Computers (October 1995 with several updates)

6. SVIEW- SESAME Table Analysis Utility (December 1995 with several updates)

7. High-temperature Conductivity Tables for Metals (April 1995)

X-Numerical Models of Pressure Pulse Generation by Imploding Metal Unersf/iat^^

(May 1995, accepted for publication, IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science) j^ . (J

9. Options for High-Voltage Output from the Atlas Capacitor Bank (April 1996)

10. CRUNCH Material Strength Models (May 1996)

11. GRIFT Proof-of-principal Tests (November 1995)

12. CRUNCH Benchmark Tests (December 1995)

13. SMASH Benchmark Tests (February 1996)

14. Gruneisen Equation-of-state Models for CRUNCH and SMASH%March 1996)

15. SMASH Benchmark Test - AFIyerQMay 23, 1996)



MAGNETIC FIELD DESIGN CALCULATIONS
60 DEGREE DAHRT SPECTROMETER

Stanley Humphries, Jr.
Acceleration Associates

April, 1994

The present calculations are revisions of those presented in
the report "Magnet Design for the DAHRT Spectrometer"
(Acceleration Associates, AA-92-05, December, 1992). There are
two changes.

• The deflection angle has been increased to 60° from 45°.

• The gap height has been increased to 1.0 cm from 0.5 cm.

I used the edge function derived in Report AA-92-05 - the MMAP
program automatically adjusts the function for the change in gap
height.

I increased the horizontal magnet pole width (normal to the
beam direction) from 4.0 cm to 8.0 cm to maintain the uniform
field region with the increased gap. The new studies used a
horizontal beam width of +1.5 cm rather than ±1.0 cm and a beam
height of ±0.5 cm. As before, the magnet is designed for a beam
gyroradius of 30 cm (2.28 kG at 20 MeV). The predicted distance
from the magnet exit edge to the horizontal focal point is

L = R/tan(a).

For R = 30 cm and a = 60°, the distance is L = 17.3 cm.

Figure 1 shows a scaled plot of magnetic field contours for
the map generated by MMAP. All dimensions are in cm. For the
coordinate system picked, the beam position at the entrance edge
of the magnet is (4.0,20.0). The MMAP input file to generate the
field map is



* MAKEMAP Input File
* 60 degree dipole for DARHT spectrometer
MAPSIZE 152 104 0.25
FIELD 2300.0 1.00 0.00 0.00

EDGE 3.2658
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY
ENDFILE

-0.6917
4.00
8.40

12.86
17.02
20.72
23.94
26.52
33.44
30.10
25.90
21.06
15.60
9.92
4.00

-0.2441
16.00
15.62
14.44
12.50
9.94
6.76
3.02
7.08

11.96
16.06
19.48
22.00
23.54
24.00

0.0613
8.40

12.86
17.02
20.72
23.94
26.52
33.44
30.10
25.90
21.06
15.60
9.92
4.00
4.00

0.0157 -4.00 4.00
15.62
14.44
12.50
9.94
6.76
3.02
7.08

11.96
16.06
19.48
22.00
23.54
24.00
16.00

As in the previous study, the first step was to run BMAP with
parallel beams of width 3.0 cm on the vertical midplane at
energies of 19, 20 and 21 MeV. Figure 2 shows a plot of orbits in
the horizontal plane. The ray foci define a detector plane 17.1
cm from the magnet exit edge inclined about 57.5° with respect to
a plane normal to the central orbit. The midpoint of the detector
is displaced 30 cm from the incident beam axis. In comparison,
the detector plane angle for the 45° spectrometer was 62.5° and
the displacement was 32 cm. In this respect, increasing the
magnet deflection angle does not offer a dramatic advantage. If a
larger displacement is needed, the best approach is to reduce the
magnetic field and to scale all dimensions proportional to 1/BQ.
Figure 3 shows a plot of electron orbits terminated at the
detector plane. Table 1 gives the inherent beam widths in the
detector plane.



TABLE 1
Focal Properties
(Parallel beams)

Map coordinate, central detector position: (38.12,-9.94)
Energy displacement: 2.9 cm/MeV

Energy Full width Resolution

19.0 0.038 0.069%
20.0 0.033 0.063%
21.0 0.058 0.095%

The actual energy resolution depends on the horizontal
divergence of electrons leaving the collimator. Figure 4 shows
beam distributions in the detector plane for 20 MeV electrons
with a beam height of ±0.5 cm, width of ±1.5 cm, and horizontal
divergence angles of 0.0, 2.0, 4.0 and 6.0 mrad. Table 2 shows
energy resolution as a function of divergence.

Divergence

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

TABLE 2
Focal Properties

(Divergent beams,

Full width

0.033
0.170
0.303
0.441

20 MeV)

Resolution

0.063%
0.292%
0.523%
0.760%

These results give enough information to begin design of a 60°
magnet. To summarize, the pole pieces have a width normal to the
beam of 8 cm. The gap spacing is 1 cm. A coil that can carry 3000
A-turns would give a good safety margin to achieve a gap field of
2.3 kG. The target angular divergence is about 4 mrad. My next
task will be to design the collimator using the ITS codes.
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Figure 1. Magnetic field contour and coordinates of the field map created by
MMAP. Central field: 2.3 kG.
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Figure 2. Horizontal foci of electron orbits at 19,20 and 21 MeV on the
vertical midplane. Horizontal beam width: 3.0 cm.
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Figure 3. Electron orbits terminated at deflector plane 17.1 cm from the
magnet exit edge with inclination of 57.5 degrees. Electrons at 19,20 and 21
MeV on the vertical midplane.
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Figure 4. Beam distributions in the detector plane. Horizontal position: -1.5
cm to +1.5 cm. Vertical position: -0.75 cm to +0.75 cm. Hollow circles:
Orbit positions in source plane. Filled circles: Orbit positions in detector
plane, a) Horizontal divergence angle: 0.0 milliradians. b) Horizontal
divergence angle: 2.0 milliradians.
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Figure 4, continued. Beam distributions in the detector plane. Horizontal
position: -1.5 cm to +1.5 cm. Vertical position: -0.75 cm to +0.75 cm.
Hollow circles: Orbit positions in source plane. Filled circles: Orbit
positions in detector plane, c) Horizontal divergence angle: 4.0 milliradians.
b) Horizontal divergence angle: 6.0 milliradians.
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Spatial Distribution - Target Plane

Horizontal plane — XMaxi 1.5BB

Uertical plane - ZMax! B.75B



Spatial Distribution — Target Plan*

Horizontal plane - XMax: 1-5BB

Uertical plane - ZNax: O.750
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ITS Design Studies for the
DARHT Spectrometer Collimator

Stanley Humphries, Jr.

Acceleration Associates
13407 Sunset Canyon NE

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111
Telephone: 505-296-6689 FAX: 505-294-0222

May 1994

One goal for the DARHT spectrometer was to design a device
that could make an energy measurement over the cross section of
the beam. This implies parallel-to-point focusing; therefore, the
energy resolution is proportional to the spread in horizontal
angle at the spectrometer entrance. The target resolution of 0.5%
corresponds to about a 5 mr divergence. An upstream collimator is
necessary to limit both the intensity and angular spread of the
beam.

The collimator proposed by C. Warn consists of a brass block
with narrow slots (extended in the vertical direction). The block
length along the beam direction is 10 cm - this length is large
compared with the electron range (vl.l cm at 20 MeV). The slots
have vertical height 0.5 cm - in comparison, the spectrometer gap
width is 1.0 cm. It is feasible to manufacture slots with
horizontal widths of 0.5 mm or less. If we ignore attenuation in
the vertical direction, then it is easy to calculate the
geometric transparency of the slots as a function of incident
angle. If 6 is the horizontal angle of incidence, L is the block
length along z, and w is the slot width in the narrow direction,
then the transparency is

T(6) = 1.0 - L|tanei/w for -w/L $ tane i w/L, [1]

and T(8) = 0.0 outside the above range. The root-mean-squared
divergence for this distribution is



ermS = 0.4082(w/L). [23

For example, if w = 0.5 mm and L = 100.0 mm, then S^g = 2 mr.

Attenuation of high-energy electrons in the actual collimator
is not perfectly geometric. There is the possibility of angular
scattering in the slot walls; furthermore electrons outside the
angular range could pass through the block at the slot entrance
or exit and contribute to the output flux at reduced energy. I
made runs with the ACCEPT code to confirm that these and other
effects are small. ACCEPT, a component of the Integrated Tiger
Series, is used for three-dimensional electron-photon shower
modeling. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the collimator viewed
from the beam source - Appendix 1 lists the ACCEPT input file.
The beam direction is along z, y corresponds to the vertical
direction, and x is the horizontal direction. There were five
slots with w = 0.5 mm with a center-to-center spacing of 1.5 mm.
The array was illuminated with a uniform circular beam of radius
5.0 mm. The predicted transport fraction for zero-divergence
electrons is

F = 5(0.5) (5.0)/rr(5.0)2 = 0.159 [3]

Runs with 20 MeV electrons were close to the geometric
prediction; the results should improve at the reduced energy of
the ITS (6 MeV).

-Incident beam

Figure l. Collimator viewed along the beam axis



In the runs, I circumvented some limitations of ACCEPT output.
First, the program makes no distinction as to location when
listing the properties of electrons escaping into the void
surrounding the calculation volume. It was necessary to ensure
that electrons could escape only through the downstream surface.
I used an over-sized brass block (4 cm on a side) to prevent
lateral escape and placed a block upstream from the source plane
to stop backscattered electrons. The second problem was that
ACCEPT makes and analyzes only isotropic angular distributions
about the beam direction axis. It is not possible to interpret
the output results of a single run with widely different
acceptances in the x and y directions. Therefore, I made multiple
runs with the beam axis tipped at different horizontal angles.
Each run represented a different value of divergence angle. I
recorded total electron output flux and the electron energy
spectrum as a function of 6.

Figure 2 shows the results of four ACCEPT runs at 6 = 0.0,
2.0, 4.0 and 6.0 mr and the prediction of Eq. 1. The plot shows
the downstream energy flux fraction (ratio of energy flux in the
output plane to that incident on slots at the entrance). As
expected, the ACCEPT calculation is slightly higher than the
ideal geometric prediction, probably the result of electron
scattering in the collimator. The angular distribution is only
slightly broadened.

1.00i

0.20

0.00

£ Geometric prediction
O Accept results

20 MeV

Angle (rm)

Figure 2. Electron energy flux at the collimator output
divided by the flux incident on slots at the entrance



It is important to verify that the scattering process does not
create a significant fraction of reduced energy electrons that
would corrupt the spectrometer measurement. Figure 3 plots the
spectrum of transmitted electrons. The distribution is arranged
in energy bins of width 0.05 MeV - this width is 0.25% of the
incident kinetic energy. The vertical axis shows energy flux
fraction per bin - the total energy flux of electrons in the bin
divided by the total flux of electron energy incident on the
slots at the input plane. Note that this is a logarithmic axis.
At 8 = 0.0 mr, the distribution lies in a single bin with the
value 1.04 (see Fig. 2). The contribution of scattered electrons
in negligible. The fraction of reduced-energy electrons is non-
zero for 8 > 0.0. At a value of 6.0 mr (outside the geometric
acceptance) all escaping electrons have reduced energy. Figure 3
shows that the total flux of reduced energy electrons is only a
few percent of the flux of full energy electrons and that the
spectrum is clustered with 1% of the incident energy. The main
conclusion of these runs is that Eq. 1 gives a good estimate of
the angular distribution and that the proposed collimator
geometry should provide an acceptable input distribution for the
DARHT spectrometer. Because of these conclusions, I did not think
it profitable to make extended calculations for lower electron
energies and alternative geometries.

o.i

« 0.01

0.001

O 0.0 mr
• 2.0 mr
V 4.0 mr
• 6.0 mr

19.60 19.65 19.70 19.75 19.80 19.85 19.90 19.95 20.00
Kinetic energy (MeV)

Figure 3. Energy flux transmission fraction resolved
by electron output energy



Magnetic shielding is a critical issue for collimators with
small angular acceptance. If we apply a vertical field By, the
then the exit flux of zero divergence electrons is reduced by a
factor of 2 when the horizontal deflection equals w/2 (where w is
the slot width.) If rq is the gyroradius of an electron in the
vertical field and L is the axial length of the collimator, then
we can write this condition as

rg > L
2/w. [4]

For L = 0.1 m and w = 0.0005 m, the gyroradius is

rg = rme/Sc/eBy = 20.0 m. [5]

For 20 MeV electrons, Eq. 5 implies a maximum average vertical
fringing field of 1.7 x 10~3 tesla (17 gauss), less than 1% of
the spectrometer field. Although the criterion is relaxed if the
beam has a divergence much greater than 2 mr, we would not want
to design a device where the sensitivity depends on the initial
beam properties. Therefore, it is essential to include a magnetic
shield around the collimator volume. Nonetheless, the above
result shows that we do not need impossibly low field levels. An
0.250" steel pipe should be sufficient for this purpose.



APPENDIX 1
EXAMPLE OP ACCEPT INPUT FILE

ECHO 1
TITLE

DARHT collimator 02. 20 Mev, Geom 1, 0.115 degree (2 mr)

* Stanley Humphries, Jr.
* Acceleration Associates
* May 1994

* Data in COLLIM.XIN to define brass
* MATERIAL CU 0.67 ZN 0.33
* DENSITY 8.96
* ENERGY 20.0
* TITLE
Cross sections for 20 MeV electrons in brass

* Brass collimator assembly 4.0 cm x 4.0 cm x 10.0 cm
* Cut void slots of dimension 0.05 x 0.5 x 10.0 cm
* Five slots - spacing between centers of slots 0.15 cm.
* Beam radius: 0.5 cm
* 20 MeV incident electrons, Theta = 2.0 mr
* Predicted geometric transmission: 0.159

GEOMETRY 1 0
* (Enter input volumes manually, set tracking debug off)
******* SHAPES *******
* 1) General problem block, brass 160 cm3
RPP -2.000 +2.000 -2.000 +2.000 +0.000 +10.000

* 2) Slot 1
RPP -0.325 -0.275 -0.250 +0.250 +0.000 +10.000

* 3) Slot 2
RPP -0.175 -0.125 -0.250 +0.250 +0.000 +10.000

* 4) Slot 3
RPP -0.025 +0.025 -0.250 +0.250 +0.000 +10.000

* 5) Slot 4
RPP +0.125 +0.175 -0.250 +0.250 +0.000 +10.000

* 6) Slot 5
RPP +0.275 +0.325 -0.250 +0.250 +0.000 +10.000

* 7) Entrance block
RPP -2.000 +2.000 -2.000 +2.000 -2.000 -0.200

* 8) Entrance void
RPP -2.000 +2.000 -2.000 +2.000 -0.200 0.000

* 9) Surrounding void
RPP -5.000 +5.000 -5.000 +5.000 -5.000 +14.000
END
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TRAK2.0
Simulation of the DAHRT Electron Gun

Procedure

Step 1 Set up computational mesh and solve for the applied solenoidal
magnetic field in a zone encompassing the beam propagation region.

a) High resolution near the axis
b) Low resolution at large radius to represent infinite space
c) Dirichlet condition at z = 0 to represent ideal bucking coil. (Move
boundary to study effect of field imperfections.)

Step 2 Set up computational mesh and solve for the applied electrical field
in a zone encompassing the beam propagation region.

a) Curved boundaries with fine details
b) High resolution in the beam propagation region
c) Super high resolution (1 mm) near the source to allow an emission
surface close to the physical cathode

Step 3 Iterative ray tracking from an emission surface 2 mm from the
cathode with Child law current assignment.

a) Uses meshes and field information from the applied magnetic and
electric field solutions.
b) Adds rectangular mesh over beam volume for computation of beam-
generated magnetic fields.
c) Updating of the electrostatic solution by assignment of ray space
charge to mesh triangles.
d) Accurate interpolation of orbits to a stopping plane at z = 34.5 cm.
e) Diagnostics of fields and output beam distribution.
f) Makes files of self-consistent electric field solution and beam-
generated magnetic field.

Step 4 Detailed investigations of electron orbits near the beam periphery
a) Reload applied magnetic field and self-consistent electric field.
b) Track single particle orbits with detailed diagnostics.

Step 5 Plots and analyses of listing information



TRAK 2.0 Simulation of the
DAHRT Electron Gun

This simulation illustrates the advantages of the finite-
element method and exercises the full capabilities of TRAK
2.0. The problem involves both applied electric and
magnetic fields. The 3.5 MV gun generates highly relativistic
electrons; therefore, accurate calculation of the beam-
generated magnetic field is critical. Relativistic Child
emission determines the direction and current-loading of
electron rays. The major challenge is the resolution of the
effect of a 3 mm depression of the cathode emission surface
in a system with a scale length of 35 cm.

Results

(Output beam, 34.5 cm from cathode)
Kinetic energy: 3.5 MeV

Current: 2.77 kA
Envelope radius: 4.25 cm

Current density: 46.9 A/cm^
RMS emittance: 0.0143 pi-cm-rad



TRAK2.0
Simulation of the DAHRT Electron Gun

Procedure

Step 1 Set up computational mesh and solve for the applied solenoidal
magnetic field in a zone encompassing the beam propagation region.

a) High resolution near the axis
b) Low resolution at large radius to represent infinite space
c) Dirichlet condition at z = 0 to represent ideal bucking coil. (Move
boundary to study effect of field imperfections.)

Step 2 Set up computational mesh and solve for the applied electrical field
in a zone encompassing the beam propagation region.

a) Curved boundaries with fine details
b) High resolution in the beam propagation region
c) Super high resolution (1 mm) near the source to allow an emission
surface close to the physical cathode

Step 3 Iterative ray tracking from an emission surface 2 mm from the
cathode with Child law current assignment.

a) Uses meshes and field information from the applied magnetic and
electric field solutions.
b) Adds rectangular mesh over beam volume for computation of beam-
generated magnetic fields.
c) Updating of the electrostatic solution by assignment of ray space
charge to mesh triangles.
d) Accurate interpolation of orbits to a stopping plane at z = 34.5 cm.
e) Diagnostics of fields and output beam distribution.
f) Makes files of self-consistent electric field solution and beam-
generated magnetic field.

Step 4 Detailed investigations of electron orbits near the beam periphery
a) Reload applied magnetic field and self-consistent electric field.
b) Track single particle orbits with detailed diagnostics.

tep 5 Plots and analyses of listing information
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TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Geometry of beam propagation region. A)
Solenoid magnet coil. B) Top of cathode electrode (-3.5 MV). C) Electron emission
surface. D) Anode (0.0 MV). (RMin: 0.0 cm, RMax: 35.0 cm, ZMin: 0.0 cm, ZMax:
35.0 cm)



DAHRT focusing B field

* TRAK 2.0 simulation of DAHRT injector
* Generation of focusing magnetic field
* Approximate as a solenoid with a
* Dirichlet condition at z = 0.0 to
* represent ideal bucking coil.
* Downstream Neumann condition at
* z - 53.65 cm (midplane of coil).
*
* Target field: 600 gauss at R = 0.0,
* Z = 53.65. Initiate at -13,000 A-turn.

*
GLOBAL

RunType: POISSON
XMesh:
0.000 12.000 0.25
12.000 20.000 1.00
20.000 60.000 4.00
END

YMesh:
0.000 53.650 0.50
END

NReg: 3
Symmetry: CYL
Top: N
Bottom: D
Left: D
Right: D

END
*

REGION 1
* Magnetic field computational zone

NPoint: 5
START
0.00 0.00

60.00
60.00
0.00
0.00

REGION 2

0
53
53
0

* Solenoid coil
NPoint: 5

.00

.65

.65

.00

Current: -1.3E4
START
9.47
11.00
11.00
9.47
9.47

29.
29.
53.
53.
29.

50
50
65
65
50

REGION 3
* Boundary to prevent mesh point migration

NPoint:
START

12.
12.

*
ENDFILE

2

00
00

0.
53.

00
65

TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Input control file for the magnetic field
calculation. Ideal bucking coil approximated by Dirichlet boundary condition at z
= 0.0. Run option calls for automatic adjustment of peak field to 600 G. Zone of
calculation: RMin: 0.0 cm, RMax: 60.0 cm, ZMin: 0.0 cm, ZMax: 53.65 cm
(midplane of coil).



A B

TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Results of magnetic field calculation. A)
Variable resolution conformal triangular mesh with high resolution in beam
propagation region. B) Computed magnetic field lines. (RMin: 0.0 cm, RMax: 60.0
cm, ZMin: 0.0 cm, ZMax: 53.65 cm)



DAHRT Magnetic field

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Results of magnetic field calculation -
Bz(0,z) starting from cathode emission surface. The results are in good agreement
with measured values. The code predicts the position of the half-field point (300 G)
as z = 2934 cm compared to a measured value of z = 3031 cm.



DAHRT Applied electric field

* Cathode potential: -3.5001E6
* Focusing electrode potential: -3.5000E6
* Anode potential: 0.00O0E6

GLOBAL
RunType: POISSON
XMesh:

0.00 5.00 0.1
5.00 30.00 0.75

30.00 60.00 5.0
END

YMesh:
-15.00 0.00 0.75

0.00 0.50 0.10
0.50 35.00 0.50
END

NReg: 8
Symmetry: CYL
TriSmooth
Top: D
Bottom: D
Left: N
Right: N

END

REGION 1
* Global solution region

NPoint: 5
START

-15.00
35.00
35.00

-15.00

0.00
0.00

60.00
60.00
0.00 -15.00

REGION 2
* Equipotential plane at z = -15.0

NPoint: 2
Boundary: F
Potential: -3.500E6

START
0.00 -15.00

60.00 -15.00

REGION 3
* Equipotential plane at z

NPoint: 2
Boundary: F
Potential: 0.00E6

START
0.00 35.00

60.00 35.00

35.0

REGION 4
* Cathode focusing electrode

NPoint: 8
Boundary: F
Potential: -3.500E6
Material: 0

START
0.00
0.00
3.80
4.10

16.00
16.00
28.30
0.00

*
REGION 5

-15.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.
0.30

-12.00 12.
-15.00
-15.00

* "Electron emission surface
NPoint: 2
Boundary: F
Potential: -3.5001E6

START
0.00
3.70

*
REGION 6
* Anode

NPoint: 9
Boundary: F
Potential: 0.
Material: 0

START
7.50
7.50
6.50
6.50
7.50

15.00
15.00
28.50
7.50

REGION 7
* Line to clamp

NPoint: 2
START

0.00
3.80

0.00
0.00

. 000E6

35.00
20.30
20.30
18.80
18.80 1.
17.80
31.30 13.
35.00
35.00

mesh points

0.50
0.50

30 90.00

30 0.00

00 -90.00

50 0.00

near cathode

REGION 8
* Line to clamp mesh points near axis

NPoint: 2
START

,00
.00

0.00
35.00

PFILE
FieldType: E

*
ENDFILE

TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Input control file for the applied electric
field calculation. The full capabilities of the variable mesh feature are used to
provide good resolution in the beam propagation region and mm scale resolution
at the emission surface.
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TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Automatically-generated computational
mesh for the applied and beam-generated electric fields. A) Global view of the
mesh (RMin: 0.0 cm, RMax: 60.0 cm, ZMin: -15.0 cm, ZMax: 35.0 cm). B) Detailed
view of the emission region. Note the accurate representation of the 3 mm cathode
inset. (RMin: 0.0 cm, RMax: 10.0 cm, ZMin: 0.0 cm, ZMax: 10.0 cm)



DAHRT Simulation

* TRAK 2.0 Control File
* Total load, run and write time: 4'32"
* Final current: 2.7610 JcA
* Current variation over last 6 cycles: 0.09%
* Accuracy of BThet calculation: 0.01%

*

FIELDS
MFILE: DAHRT01
EFILE: DAHRT02
BEAMMAG: 0.00 7.50 30 0.00 35.00 20
BOUNDARY: 0.00 0.00 35.0TO 35.00
END

*
PARTICLES SCEMIT

RESTMASS: 0.0
CHARGE: -1.0
MARKPOT -3.5001E6
EMIT: 0.20
NSEARCH: 4
NCYCLE: 12
AVG: 0.50
DT: 1.5E-11
ZPLANE2: 34.50

END
*
DIAGNOSTICS
CURDENS 34.50
BBEAMSCAN 0.00 1.00 6.50 1.00 26
BBEAMSCAN 0.00 10.00 6.50 10.00 26
BBEAMSCAN 0.00 20.00 6.50 20.00 26
BBEAMSCAN 0.00 30.00 6.50 30.00 26
FIELDDUMP DAHRT03
PTABLE
BBEAMDUMP DAHRT
REFERENCE 0.00 0.00 34.50 0.00 0.00 1.00
PARTDIST TABLE

END

ENDFILE

TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Complete input control file for particle
tracking with space-charge-limited emission. Orbits are interpolated to a stopping
plane at z = 34.5 cm. TRAK calculates the current density and beam emittance in
the stopping plane and makes flies of the self-consistent electric and beam-
generated magnetic fields.



TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Plot of 38 rays and self-consistent
equipotential lines. Child-limit emission plane is 2 mm from the cathode surface.
Total current: 2.76 kA. (RMin: 0.0 cm, RMax: 35.0 cm, ZMin: 0.0 cm, ZMax: 35.0
cm)



DAHRT Simulation Convergence

10 11 12

TRAK2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Total assigned current versus cycle number.
Illustration of solution convergence and stability with AVG = 0.5. Total run time: 4
minutes, 32 seconds (33 MHz 486).



DAHRT Simulation Source emission

TRAK 2.0 -. DAHRT Gun Simulation. Source current density assignment for 38
rays as a function of radius. The shielding effect of the 3 mm cathode depression is
evident. The elevated value near the axis is the result of a field calculation
inaccuracy associated with the small emission distance (2 mm).
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1.0 cm
10.0 cm
20.0 cm
30.0 cm

1.0 cm
10.0 cm
20.0 cm
30.0 cm

6.0

• i

TRAK2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Calculations of beam-generated magnetic
field (Cycle 12) at four distances from the emission surface. 30 cells in r-direction,
20 cells in z-direction. A) Point current assignment. B) Cloud-in-cell current
assignment.
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DAHRT Simulation

CM

O

0.875
9.625
20.125
30.625

r (cm)

TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Axial current density as a function of radius
at various distances from the source - cloud-in-cell calculation. Variations arise
partly from statistical noise inherent in the method and partly from relativistic
effects. The beam-generated electric and magnetic forces almost cancel so that
small initial perturbations between rays grow downstream.



DAHRT Simulation z = 32.4 cm

CM
E
o

N

i l l i i i i

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

TRAK 2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Axial current density at gun output
calculated by the cloud-in-cell method. Over the beam core, the current density is
approximately uniform at 46.9 A/cm . The 12 per cent variation results from the
relativistic balance of beam-generated electric and magnetic forces.

. . . J
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B

TRAK2.0 - DAHRT Gun Simulation. Illustration of post-run analyses capability.
Detailed particle orbits are generated near the beam edge by reloading the applied
magnetic field, the self-consistent electric field and the beam-generated magnetic
field. The two plots show the relative effect of the beam-generated magnetic force
near the source. A) Full fields included. B) Beam-generated magnetic field turned
off.



CRUNCH
One-dimensional Finite-element

Hydrodynamics System

COMMAND REFERENCE

Stanley Humphries, Jr.

Acceleration Associates
13407 Sunset Canyon NE

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87192
Telephone: (505) 296-6689

FAX: (505) 294-0222

A. Structure of the Input Command File

The Crunch input command file is a text file with a name of the form <RunName>.CIN. To
run Crunch, enter

Crunch <RunName>

The input command file and any data files for conductivity, applied current and/or applied
pressure must be in the current directory.

The first line of the input command file is a text header. A number of command lines follow. A
command line consists of a keyword and one or more parameters. Command input terminates
with the END statement. This signals that Crunch should process command information and
begin execution. Commands can appear in any order - Crunch processes information after all
commands are entered.
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The input command file can contain any number of blank lines and comment lines. Comment
lines must begin with '* ' (asterisk-space). Commands and parameters can be indented - Crunch
ignores spaces and other delimiters. The following are valid delimiters.

' ' Space
',' Comma
':' Colon
V Slash
'=' Equal sign

Tab character

Crunch also ignores the case of commands and parameters.

Crunch handles rectangular, cylindrical and spherical systems. Magnetic diffusion and
acceleration can be modeled in the cylindrical geometry. The following definitions apply to the
system geometry.

LAYER: A sheet, cylindrical shell or spherical shell defined by an inner dimension, outer
dimension, material type, and element thickness. A layer consists of several
elements.

ELEMENT: The components of a layer - the element thickness defines the minimum
spatial resolution.

B. General Run Commands

SetMode HYDRO I
This command sets the mode for the calculation. There are three forms.

SETMODE MAG
SETMODE HYDRO
SETMODE LINER



In the MAG option, Crunch solves the non-linear magnetic diffusion equation for one or more
layers with no material motion. In the HYDRO option, Crunch solves the hydrodynamic
equations with no applied magnetic field. This option generally involves an applied external
pressure function or initial layer velocity. The final option is a full magnetic liner calculation
with applied current and layer motion. Only the HYDRO option can be used with rectangular or
spherical geometries.

Geometry CYLIN

This command sets the calculation geometry. There are three forms.

GEOMETRYRECT
GEOMETRY CYLIN
GEOMETRY SPHERE

InterpType LINEAR

Sets the method of interpolation for the Sesame equation-of-state tables. The default is POLY, a
polynomial interpolation along the density and temperature axes. The order of the polynomial is
set by the InterpOrder command. The other option is LINEAR, a simple four-point linear
interpolation. Linear interpolations are quicker but have reduced accuracy. Because polynomial
interpolations require more points, they are more likely to lead to Out of Range errors.

InterpOrder 3

Sets the order for polynomial interpolations (1 to 6). The default value is 3.
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B. LOADING INFORMATION

The LOAD command loads numerical information on materials and applied current or pressure
from text files. The command has four forms.

LOAD SESAME MatNo FPrefix
LOAD CONDUCTIVITY MatNo FPrefix
LOAD CURRENT FPrefix
LOAD PRESSURE FPrefix

The parameter MatNo is an integer referring to the number of a Sesame material table. FPrefix is
the DOS prefix of an information file.

Load Sesame 1 ALUM3715

The keyword Sesame directs Crunch to load a Sesame table. For the above example, the
program expects to find the file ALUM3715.SES in the current directory. The material file is a
text file in the Acceleration Associates format. The integer number is the material number
assigned by Crunch in the order that the tables are loaded. The following illustrates loading
multiple materials.

LOAD SESAME 1ALUM3715
LOAD SESAME 2 BEOX7610
LOAD SESAME 3 COPP3333

Note that the material number in the statement is redundant - it is included as a reminder of
which number corresponds to which material. Crunch will check that the numbers follow the
order of loading. Crunch can hold up to 10 SESAME tables (maximum storage of 50,000 real
numbers).



Load Conductivity 2 COPPER

This command reads information from the conductivity file COPPER.CND and assigns the
conductivity to Sesame Material 2. The conductivity is used only for magnetic diffusion and liner
calculations. Conductivity is assigned only to active magnetic layers.

Conductivities are stored as tabular functions. Crunch uses a third order polynomial method to
interpolate values. The conductivity file consists of from 4 to 512 data lines, each containing two
real numbers.

1500.0 4.S7E7

The first number is the independent variable and the second is the dependent variable. The
tabular function routines return an interpolated value of dependent variable for a value of the
independent variable within the table range. In the conductivity file, the first number is the
Temperature (in °K) and the second number is the electrical conductivity in mhos/m. Note that
all units in Crunch are standard SI. The numbers in the data lines can be in any real format with
indentations. The file can also contain blank and standard comment lines. An END statement
signals the end of numerical input. For compatibility with experimental data, it is also possible to
use Action as the independent variable (see the following discussion of the Conductivity
command). The quantity Action is the time integral of the square of current density in units of
A2/m4-s. The following illustrates the conductivity file for COPPER.

* Conductivity file: Copper
* Data from T.J. Tucker and R.P. Toth "EBW1: A Computer Code
for
* the prediction of the Behavior of Electrical Circuits
* Containing Exploding Wires," (Sandia National
Laboratories,
* SAND-75-0041, 1975)

_J

J
I
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t

1!
!
i

* Action
* (A2-sec/m4)
*
0.00E+16
8.05E+16
9.42E+16
12.40E+16
17.30E+16

END

Conduc tivi ty
(mhos/m)

5.650E+07
1.010E+07
5.291E+06
3.802E+06
1.613E+05



The entries in tabular functions need not be evenly spaced along the independent variable axis. In
fact, they need not even be in order - Crunch will sort them after they are loaded. For the best
fit, cluster values near discontinuities. If the Temperature runs off the table during a run, Crunch
sends an error message to the listing file and uses a default low conductivity of 104 mhos/m. The
program terminates upon encountering an error condition if the ErrorStop flag is set.

Conductivity Action

Sets the independent variable for electrical conductivity tables. The options are Temperature
(°K) ox Action (A2/m4-s). The default is Temperature.

Load Current PEGASUS
Load Current PEGASUS 0.50 0.85

This command loads a tabular function that defines the total current applied to a liner as a
function of time. In the above example, information is read from the file Pegasus.CUR. The
independent variable is the time in seconds starting at t = 0.0. The dependent variable is the
current in amperes. Current information is relevant only to LINER or MAG runs. A Crunch run
always starts at t = 0; therefore, the independent variable of the current table must extend to t =
0.0. The numbers in the second form of the LOAD CURRENT command are scaling factors; all
time entries are multiplied by the first value and conductivity entries by the second value when
they are loaded. This allows use of normalized standard waveforms. The following illustrates a
current input file.



* Current waveform for Pegasus bank
* Adapted from J. Parker, "A Primer on Liner Implosions"
* Figure 6.1

*
* Time

0.0E-6
1.0E-6
2.0E-6
3.0E-6
4.0E-6
5.0E-6
6.0E-6
7.0E-6
8.0E-6
9.0E-6
10.0E-6
12.0E-6
14.0E-6
16.0E-6
END

(s) Current(A)

0.0E6
2.9E6
5.7E6
8.1E6

10.4E6
11.2E6
11.3E6
10.5E6
6.3E6
1.9E6
0.8E6
0.4E6
0.2E6
0.1E6

If the time variable is out of the table range, Crunch sets the current equal to zero. The program
issues an error message and stops the if the ErrorStop flag is set.

Load Pressure Atlas
Load Pressure Atlas 0.001 1.0E3

This command loads a tabular function that gives an applied pressure at the system outer
dimension as a function of time. Information is read from the file Atlas.PRS. The independent
variable is time in seconds, while the dependent variable is pressure in pascals. This information
is relevant only to HYDRO and LINER runs. The independent variable of the pressure table
should start at 0.0. The second form illustrates modification of the pressure values by a scaling
factors for time and pressure respectively.



C. Commands to Define Layer Properties

Layer 2 3 0.0297 0.03000 25 j
The systems modeled by Crunch consist of a number of layers composed of different materials

or of the same material with different spatial resolution. The layers must be initially connected.
Spaces between layers can be represented by adding a void layer. Crunch can handle up to 100
layers. The layer command has the general format

LAYER LayNo MatNo RI RO NElem

where LayNo is an integer number assigned to the layer in order of its definition in the input file
(1,2,3...). This number is redundant, but is included to document which number corresponds to
which layer. MatNo is the number of the Sesame table material that will be assigned to the layer.
To define a void layer, set MatNo = 0 and NElem = 1. The quantity RI'is the inside dimension of
the layer in meters, and RO is the outer dimension. NElem is the number of elements in the layer.
The thickness of the elements is uniform over a layer, with the value

DR = (RO-RI)/NElem.

To define variable element thickness, divide a structure into two or more layers and adjust the
values of RI, RO and NElem. Note that the layer commands must define a continuous structure
from the minimum system dimension, RInside, to the maximum dimension, ROutside. For
cylindrical and spherical problems, RInside need not equal zero - Crunch automatically assigns
a void from r = 0.0 to r = RInside.

Layers must appear in the input file in order from inside (minimum
dimension) to outside (maximum dimension).



MagField 0.0297 0.0300

For LINER problems, Crunch must know which elements are magnetically active (i.e., carry
axial current). The MagField command defines an inner and outer dimension for current
conduction. This region may include all or part of one or more layers. The command has the
format

MagField RI RO

where RI is the inner dimension (in meters) and RO is the outer dimension. Crunch checks all
included elements to ensure that the corresponding material has a defined conductivity table.

Conductive layers cannot be separated by a void.

Vlnit 2 -250.0

This command defines the initial radial velocity on the inner surface of a layer. It has the form

Vlnit LayNo Veloc

where LayNo (integer) is the layer number and Veloc (real) is the velocity in m/s. By default, in
cylindrical problems Crunch assigns velocity with the radial weighting

v(r) = Veloc * RI / r

so that the layer is initially not in compression or expansion (i.e., the time derivative of density is
zero). For spherical problems, the default weighting is

v(r) = Veloc xRP/r 2 .
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Vlnit 2 -250.0 Rigid

An alternate form of the Vlnit command has been defined to carry out certain hydrodynamic
benchmark tests. This command assigns a uniform velocity to elements in cylindrical or
spherical layers.

Viscosity 2 15.00

This command sets the artificial viscosity coefficient for a layer. It has the form

Viscosity LayNo CVis

where LayNo (integer) is the layer number and CVis is a real number. A value CVis = 20.0 gives
strong damping and spreads a shock front across several elements. The default value for all
layers is 5.0. As an example, the following command turns off artificial viscosity in Layer 4.

Viscosity 4 0.00

Setlnit 3 1500.0 500.0

By default, Crunch initially tries to set the material in all layers to standard solid density and
ambient temperature (298 °K). Use the Setlnit command to over-ride these settings. The
command has the form

Setlnit LayNo Rholnit Templnit

where LayNo is the layer number, Rholnit is the initial density in kg/m3, and Templnit is the
initial temperature in °K. The command is useful to set regions of preheated material and to
compensate for peculiarities in the Sesame Tables. The tables are often inaccurate near standard
temperature and density and it may be necessary to make small adjustments to get a reasonable
initial pressure. (For reference, atmospheric pressure is about 105 Pa.) You can check the initial
material parameters of layers by inspecting the listing file <RunName>.CLS.
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D. PROGRAM CONTROL COMMANDS

DT 2.0E-9 i
The DT command sets the initial time step for the hydrodynamic and/or magnetic diffusion

calculation. The real number parameter is the initial time step in seconds. As a baseline rule for a
hydrodynamic calculation, take the minimum element thickness and divide by 5000 m/s (a
typical sound speed). Then divide by a safety factor of about 5.0. If the DT command does not
appear, Crunch will estimate a conservative time step that maintains stability of the
hydrodynamic and/or magnetic diffusion calculations. In this case, Crunch periodically updates
the time step each 5 computational cycles.

The automatic time step feature works well for calculations with continuous changes but
usually fails in problems the include collisions between layers. The time-step adjustment process
can not anticipate discontinuous events. For these calculations, the program must be manually
slowed just before the collision. The StepChange command turns off automatic time calculations.

NCheck 10

When the automatic time step feature is active, the NCHECK command sets the number of
computational steps between adjustments. The default value is 5.

Safety 10.0 15.0 j
This command adjusts the safety factor for the adjustment of the time step when the automatic

step feature is active. The command has the format

Safety HydroSafety MagSafety

11



where HydroSafety is the hydrodynamic factor and MagSafety applies to the magnetic diffusion
problem. The values should exceed unity. Higher values give longer, more conservative
calculations.

StepChange 2.5E-6 1.0E-9

The STEPCHANGE command allows changes of time step during the run. This feature makes it
possible to decrease DT to preserve stability in a layer collision or to resolve details of the peak
compression of a cylindrical or spherical structures. The command has the format

StepChange TimeChange DTNew

The parameter TimeChange is the time (in seconds) at which the change should occur. The
parameter DTNew is the new time step. Crunch can store the parameters of up to 10
STEPCHANGE commands. They must appear in chronological order in the command file. Note
that STEPCHANGE over-rides the DT command and cancels automatic step adjustment.

StopOnError

If Crunch exceeds the range of the Current, Conductivity or Pressure tabular functions, it
normally issues an error message, assigns default values and continues a run. The StopOnError
command sets the ErrorStop flag so that the program aborts on following any interpolation error
on tabular functions or Sesame tables. Because of the nature of the equation-of-state tables, by
default Crunch ignores errors in computations of the type T(p,U), where p is the density and U
is the internal energy. This error often occurs in shock problems where the material is initially at
ambient temperature. Setting the temperature equal to 298.0 has little effect on the problem
results. Crunch lists the total number of Sesame errors in the file <RunName>.CLS. The
program always stops following an error in interpolations of the type P(p,T).
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DBounce 0.0012

Voids smooth discontinuities in collisions between layers. Any two adjacent material layers
that are not initially connected must have a void in between. The pressure in a void follows the
equation

.
Width

DBounce

The first factor is the average pressure of the material elements adjacent to the void. The
numerator in the exponential function is the void width. The void transmits a significant force
between the materials when the void width is comparable to or less than the quantity DBounce.
By default, DBounce is set equal to the width of the smallest material element in the problem.
The DBounce command changes the scale quantity to adjust the void cushioning effect.

NDiag 250

This command sets a number of computational steps between regular information dumps to the
listing file and plots to the plot file. The integer parameter is the number of steps per dump. As a
default, NDiag is set to effective infinity (no listings). Operation of NDiag is independent of the
MakeDiag and DTime commands.

MakeDiag 2.3E-6

The MakeDiag command calls for a diagnostic listing and/or plot immediately following the
time specified (in seconds). Crunch can store the parameters of up to 25 MakeDiag statements.
Operation is independent of the NDiag and DTime commands.
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DTime 0.25E-6

This command sets an approximate time interval between regular information dumps to the
listing file and plots to the plot file. The integer parameter is the interval in seconds. The default
value is effectively infinity (no dumps). Operation of DTime is independent of the MakeDiag and
NStep commands.

ListOff

The command turns off dumps to the listing file. In this case, Crunch makes only plots at the
times set by NDiag, MakeDiag and/or DTime commands.

PlotOff J
The command turns off dumps to the plot file. In this case, Crunch makes only listing at the

times set by NDiag, MakeDiag and/or DTime commands.

E. CGraph Solution Analysis Utility

\ The CGraph program is an interactive graphics utility to analyze Crunch solutions. The
program has two functions.

jj • Generation of a wide variety of screen and hardcopy plots using data from Crunch
information dumps

] • Creation of organized listing data for user analysis

14
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With regard to the latter function, CGraph makes ordered ASCII listings in a data file of all the
plots created during an analysis session. In most cases, it is much more effective to abstract run
data this way than to search through the Crunch listing file. CGraph requires a VGA screen and a
Microsoft compatible mouse. The program uses the Crunch plot files. <RunName>.CPL.

Run CGraph from the directory that contains the data files. The main menu displays the
following options. Activate a command by typing the control letter or pointing with the mouse
and clicking the left button.

Load plot file (L)

This is a necessary first action. Enter the prefix of a data file in the current directory,
FPrefix.CPL. CGraph writes all ASCII listings to a file FPrefix.DAT, over-writing any
previous data file. CGraph creates a new listing file when you load another plot file. The
program displays file parameters in the information window including the number of data
dumps and elements.

Spatial plot of dump (P)

The program asks for the dump number and then makes a spatial plot of the current plot
variable. Change the plotted quantity using the Set Plot Variable command in the SetUp
menu. By default, the vertical axis and spatial range is scaled automatically to include all
points. To set the vertical scaling manually, use the Set Plot Limits command in the
SetUp menu. To change the spatial limits, use the Set Plot Bounds command. To add plot
symbols at the average positions of elements, use the Toggle Symbols command. The
above options affect both screen and hardcopy plots.

Time plot (T)

Makes a time plot of the current plot variable at the spatial position of the current
element. Points are included for each information dump and the plot always extends over
the full temporal range. The Set Plot Variable, Set Plot Limits and Toggle Symbols
commands also apply to time plots. Change the current element with the Set Time Plot
Element command in either the Main or SetUp menu.

Add space or time plot (A)

This command is used to stack several plots on the screen. It must follow either a Spatial
Plot of Dump or Time Plot command. For spatial plots, the program asks for dump
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number of the plot to be added. For time plots, change the current element to show
temporal variations are several positions. In the vertical direction, CGraph uses either the
scale automatically determined for the initial plot or limits set with the Set Plot Limits
command. For spatial plots, the horizontal axis is set either by auto-scaling on the initial
plot or by the Set Plot Bounds command.

Set time plot element (E)

Enter the element number for time plots. If the number is out of range, the program
displays the first or last element. To find the number of elements, use the Display File
Info command.

Screen movie (M)

This command will impress your friends. CGraph shows a chronological sequence of
spatial plots of the current plot variable for all information dumps. The options are the
same as those for the Spatial Plot of Dump command. The vertical and horizontal limits
must be set manually using the Set Plot Limits and Set Plot Bounds commands. The Set
Movie Interval command sets the display time for each plot. This command does not
make hardcopy.

Stack screen movie (S)

This command is the same as the Screen Movie command, except that the plots are
superimposed on the screen.

General plots (G)

Calls a submenu to make generalized plots using any of the available hydrodynamic or
magnetic quantities are dependent and independent variables.

Initiate hardcopy (X)

CGraph sends spatial or time plots to a variety of hardcopy devices. The device and
output port are specified in the configuration file CGRAPH.CFG. The file contains two
data lines as shown below
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HPLJ3
LPT1:

The device and port options are listed in Appendix 1. The configuration file must be in
the current directory when CGraph is run. You can also change hardcopy parameters
using the Set Hardcopy Options command of the SetUp menu.

The sequence to make a hardcopy graph is as follows. 1) Set all the options for the type
of plot you want. 2) Click on the Initiate Hardcopy command or type X. The status
window in the SetUp menu shows that hardcopy is pending. 3) Make the first plot using
the Plot Spatial Dump or Time Plot commands. 4) Add any number of additional plots
using the Add Space or Time Plot command. 5) Click on the Send Hardcopy command or
type Y.

Send hardcopy (Y)

Sends the graph information to the hardcopy device and clears the program status. There
may be a delay during the transfer. The program may abort if hardcopy is already pending
and you execute Initiate Hardcopy or enter Spatial Plot of Dump or Time Plot more than
once before the Send Hardcopy command.

> SETUP MENU (N)

Go to the SetUp menu.

To operating system (O)

Temporary exit to DOS to change directories or inspect files, preserving the status of the
program. Type EXIT to return to CGraph.

Quit program (Q)
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The setup menu has several commands to set program parameters and the characteristics of plots.
There is also a window that displays the status of plot symbols, pending hardcopy, the movie
time interval and the current data file name. The menu contains the following commands

Set plot variable (V)

Choose a variable for spatial and time plots. CGraph displays a submenu with the
available options. Either point and click with the mouse or enter the key letter.

Set plot bounds (B)

Set limits for the horizontal axis in spatial plots. The G)lobal option restores automatic
scaling over the foil spatial range. In the M)anual option, CGraph turns off autoscaling
and asks for values for the minimum and maximum spatial positions. The F)ile option
restores the bounds set by the previous M)anual operation. These values are stored in a
file and may be recovered from a previous CGraph session.

Set plot limits (L)

Set limits for the vertical axis for spatial and time plots. The A)utoscale option restores
automatic scaling over the foil range. In the M)anual option, CGraph turns off autoscaling
and asks for values for the minimum and maximum vertical values. The F)ile option
restores the limits set by the previous M)anual operation. These values are stored in a file
and may be recovered from a previous CGraph session.

Set time plot element (E)

Enter the element number for time plots.

Set hardcopy options (H)

This command calls up submenu for hardcopy control. You can switch between several
common output devices, change resolution, choose an alternate output port, or toggle the
hardcopy font between Simplex and Complex (default). CGraph also displays the status
of the current device and port.

Set movie interval (I)
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Set the interval between plots (in seconds) for Movies and Stacked Movies.

Display file info (F)

Display information on the data file, including number of dumps and elements. This is
the same information that appears when the file is loaded.

Display units (U)

CGraph plots use an intelligent grid selection routine that attempts to set easily
interpreted tick intervals in plots. The routine requires that all quantities are with a factor
of 107 of unity. For this reason, CGraph uses practical units for high energy density
problems rather than the strict MKS units of Crunch. This command displays the CGraph
practical units.

Toggle symbols (S)

Turns plot symbols on and off.

> MAIN MENU (R)

Return to the main menu.

The final menu that requires some explanation is the general plot menu. General plots use any of
the available quantities in the plot file as either dependent (vertical axis) or independent
(horizontal axis) variables. The resulting plots may or may not make any sense. Only one general
plot with autoscalmg can be displayed on the screen or sent to the hardcopy device at a time.

Plot (constant time) (P)

Plots the dependent variable versus the independent variable over all elements for the
current information dump.

Plot (constant position) (T)

Plots the dependent variable versus the independent variable in the current element over
all information dumps (times)
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Set dump number (N)

Enter the dump number for spatial plots at constant time.

Set element number (E)

Enter the element number of time plots at constant position.

Set dependent variable (D)

Calls the plot variable menu to set the quantity for the vertical axis. Make a choose either
by pointing and clicking with the mouse or typing the correspond key letter.

Set independent variable (I)

Calls the plot variable menu to set the quantity for the horizontal axis.

Initiate hardcopy (X)

Sets up program status for hardcopy output. The action differs from that of the X
command in the main menu. After the Initiate Hardcopy command, hardcopy is made
immediately after either a Plot (constant time) or Plot (constant position) command and
the status cleared.

E. Self-consistent Liner Drive Current

Version 1.5 of Crunch includes routines that supply self-consistent drive current from a general
circuit model for inductive and capacitive pulsed power generators. This current replaces the
drive current defined by the Load Current command. Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram and
node conventions.
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CircFile 50

If the command is issued, the Crunch makes a file with the name RunName.CIR. The integer
parameter is the number of computational steps per circuit file data line. If a run is driven by a
specified current waveform (rather than a self-consistent drive circuit calculation), then each data
line contains the entries

Time RCrunch LCrunch LCrunchDot

where Time is the time in seconds, RCrunch is the total resistive voltage of the liner in Q,
LCrunch is the inductance (in henries) resulting from the change of volume outside the
imploding liner, and LCrunchDot is the time derivative of the inductance change in Q. In a
self-consistent run, each line contains the entries

Time RCrunch LCrunch LCrunchDot 12 V4

where 12 (A) and V4 (V) are defined in Figure 1.

LinerHeight 0.04

For the calculation of liner inductance and resistance, enter the cylindrical liner height in meters.

CGen 5000.0E-6

Enter a constant value for the generator capacitance in farads.

LGen 3.2E-9

Enter a constant value for the generator inductance LG in henries.
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LGen Table L Atlas.DAT

This form of the LGen command signals that the generator inductance varies in time. The string
L_Atlas.DAT represents any complete DOS name for a tabular function file. The file contains
up to 256 data lines of the form

Time (s) LG (henries)

and must end with the ENDFILE command. The file can also contain comment lines that begin
with '* ' (asterisk-space).

RGen 2.4E-3

Enter a constant value for the generator resistance RG in Q.

RGen Table RPeg.DAT

This form of the RGen command signals that the generator resistance varies in time. The
resistance may include the contribution of a time varying generator inductance, dLo/dt. The file
name represents any DOS name for a tabular function file. Data lines have the form

Time (s) RG (ohms)

LFuse 0.25E-9

Enter a constant value for the fuse or shunt inductance LF in henries.
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LFuse Table LF.DAT

Signals that the fuse inductance varies in time. LF.DAT is a standard DOS name for a tabular
function file with data lines in the form

Time (s) LF (henries)

RFuse0.010E-3

Enter a constant value for the fuse resistance RF in Q.

RFuse Table RF.DAT j
Signals that the fuse resistance varies in time. The resistance may include the contribution of a
time varying fuse inductance, dLF/dt. DataFileName is a standard DOS name for a tabular
function with data lines in the form

Time(s) RF(ohms)

RGen Table RPeg.DAT j
Enter the transmission line inductance LTL in henries.
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Init 0.0 0.0 1.2E5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2E5

J

Set initial conditions for the circuit quantities. Enter the following parameters in order: II, 12.
VI, V2, V3, V4 and V4. Current are in A and voltages in V. The user must ensure that the
quantities correspond to a valid initial state.

£. Units and Dimensions

While inputs to and listings from Crunch are in standard SI units, the quantities written to the
plot files are in practical units to utilize the autoscaling feature of CGraph. The following units
are used.

CGraph and Plot File Practical Units

Quantity

Pressure

Temperature

Velocity

Current density

Action

Unit

GPa

°K

km/s

A/cm2

A2/cm4-s

Quantity

Density

Internal energy

Magnetic field

Conductivity

Unit

gm/cm3

MJ/kg

kG

Mmhos/m
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Crunch Dimensions and Limits

Description

Mesh arrays

Element arrays

Layer arrays

Sesame tables

Tabular functions

Time step changes

Diagnostic times

Quantities

rm,vm,B

re, Sigma, jz, Action, Wvis,
Mass, Press, Epsi, Rho, Temp

ri, ro, NElem, NMat, VInit,
Rholnit, Presslnit, Epsilnit,
Templnit, CVis, EngLayer

(Maximum number of materials)

Conduct, Current, PressFunc
(Maximum entries per table)

(Maximum number)

(Maximum number)

Limits

0:5000

0:5000

1:100

10

512

10

25

.J
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SESAME LIBRARY
FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Stanley Humphries, Jr.

Acceleration Associates
13407 Sunset Canyon NE

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111
Telephone: (505) 296-6689

FAX: (505) 294-0222

The Sesame Library is a series of equation-of-state tables for a variety of materials under
extreme conditions of density and temperature. The computed values of thermodynamic
properties are collected and maintained by Los Alamos National Laboratory'-2. The Laboratory
distributes unclassified tables for certain materials to the general public.

The PC-Sesame Library described in this report contains all available unclassified data in a
transportable form that can be easily used in computer programs. Individual files are provided
for each material. Each file contains at least two tables. The first is the material pressure as a
function of density and temperature, p(p,T). The second table is the internal energy of the
material as a function of density and temperature, U(p,T). Some material files also contain a
table of Helmholtz free energy, F(p,T).

Acceleration Associates has developed a set of software routines, Open_Ses, to store tables in
RAM, to give accurate interpolated values, and to invert the tables. Source code for these
routines is available in FORTRAN. An interactive program, SView, is available to inspect the
library. SView creates screen plots of the tabular data and calculates thermodynamic quantities.

The PC-Sesame Library is distributed on three 3.5" density disks in standard IBM format. To
install the library on a hard disk, make a directory or subdirectory and copy all files on the
distribution disks. The directory should contain the following files.



SESJ1ARC

SES_03ARC
MAKELIB.BAT
PKXARC.EXE

The three files SES_01.ARC, SES_02.ARC and SES_03.ARC contain the library in compressed
form. The program PKXARC restores the data files to standard ASCII format. The batch file
MAKELIB.BAT calls PKXARC with the proper input parameters.

The library occupies about 11 mB. To restore the library, you should have at least 15 MB of
free space on the hard disk. From the Sesame directory, type

MAKELIB

This command creates the 132 data files listed in TABLE 1. The files have the suffix SES to
denote that the Sesame Library in ASCII format. The initial set of four characters of each file
name is an abbreviation of the material name. (TABLE 3 lists the full material names and the
structure of the material files.) The second four characters in the file name correspond to the
material number assigned by Los Alamos National Laboratory (see References 1 and 2). In many
cases, there may be multiple tables with different ranges for the same material designated by
different material numbers.

The material files of the PC_Sesame Library are in ASCII format - the information can be
inspected with a text editor. The files have an organization that allows quick loading by programs
in any computer language. There is little motivation to create language-specific binary forms for
the tables because most PCs can transfer the information from a typical ASCII file to RAM in
1-2 seconds.

The tables give thermodynamic quantities as functions of the material density and temperature.
The pressure, internal energy and Helmholtz free energy are tabulated at a discrete set of
values for p (the density) and T (the temperature). We use the index / to represent the density
values,

p(l),p(2),... ,p(i), ...,p(NRho).

The quantity NRho is the maximum number of density points. Similarly, the index/ gives the
discrete temperature values,

), T(2),..., TO),..., T(NTemp).

Here, NTemp is the number of temperature values in the tables.
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Table 1
Material Files in the Pc-Sesame Library

ALLU7111.SES
ALMA7410.SES
ALMA7411.SES
ALUM3713.SES
ALUM3715.SES
ALUM3716.SES
ALUM3718.SES
AMMO5520.SES
ARGO5171.SES
ARGO5172.SES
BASA7530.SES
BCRB7081.SES
BEOX7610.SES
BEOX7611.SES
BEOX7612.SES
BERY2020.SES
BERY2022.SES
BERY2023.SES
BRAS4100.SES
BUTA5530.SES
CACB7330.SES
CALC7331.SES
CAOX7450.SES
CLAY7102.SES
COPP3332.SES
COPP3333.SES
COPP3334.SES
DAIR5030.SES
DEUT5263.SES
DIAM7830.SES
DIAM7831.SES
DOLO7510.SES
DPOL7160.SES

DTRI5271.SES
DTRI5272.SES
EPOX7601.SES
EPOX7602.SES
EURO2110.SES
6AOO3280.SES
GARN7760.SES
GARN7761.SES
GLAS7252.SES
GOLD2700.SES
GRAN7390.SES
HELI5760.SES
HELI5761.SES
HELI5762.SES
HEMA7440.SES
HOLM3660.SES
HYDR5250.SES
HYDR5251.SES
XRON2140.SES
IRON2145.SES
ISOB5540.SES
KRYP5180.SES
KRYP5181.SES
LEAD3200.SES
LHYD7371.SES
LIME7130.SES
LITH2290.SES
LITH2291.SES
LITH2292.SES
LITH2293.SES
LTHD7244.SES
LTHD7245.SES
LUCT7750.SES

METH5500.SES
METH5501.SES
METH5502.SES
MICA7520.SES
MOLY2980.SES
MOLY2981.SES
MOLY2983.SES
NEON5410.SES
NEON5411.SES
NICK3100.SES
NITR5000.SES
NITR5001.SES
OXYG5010.SES
OXYG5011.SES
PBXX8200.SES
PCRB7740.SES
PERI7460.SES
PHEN7541.SES
PHEN7542.SES
PHEN7570.SES
PHEN7580.SES
PLAT3730.SES
POLY7171.SES
POLY7180.SES
PSUL7660.SES
PTDE7230.SES
QUAR7380.SES
QUAR7381.SES
QUAR7383.SES
QUAR7385.SES
QUAR7386.SES
RASM5280.SES
SALT7281.SES

SALT7282.SES
SALT7283.SES
SAND7100.SES
SILV2720.SES
SODI2448.SES
SRZE5300.SES
STST4270.SES
STYR7590.SES
STYR7591.SES
STYR7592.SES
SYLG7930.SES
SYLG7931.SES
TANT3520.SES
TCRB3560.SES
TEFL7190.SES
TITA2961.SES
TITA2962.SES
TUFF7120.SES
TUFF7121.SES
TUNG3541.SES
URAN1540.SES
URDI7432.SES
URET7560.SES
URET7561.SES
VANA2550.SES
VANA2551.SES
WATR7150.SES
WATR7152.SES
WATR7153.SES
WATR7154.SES
XENO5190.SES
ZIRC3180.SES
IGAS0099.SES



Quantities in the tables have the units listed in TABLE 2. Each file has the following sections

•Header - information on the material and the file structure

•Table l.r(i)

•Table 2. T(j)

•Table 3. p(ij)

•Table 4. U(i j )

•Table 5. F(iJ)

Note that Table 5 is included in only about half the files.

Table 2
Sesame Table Units

p (Density)

T (Temperature)

p (Pressure)

U (Internal energy)

F (Free energy)

gm/cm3 or Mg/m3

°K

GPa(109Pa)

MJ/kg

MJ/kg



The file header has the following format.

***Header
Material number: Integer
Origination date: Real
Revision date: Real
Z: Real
A: Real
RhoO: Real
Bulk modulus: Real
Cex: Real
NRho: Integer
NTemp: Integer
Free Energy: Integer (0 no table, 1 table included)

Note that comment lines start with an asterisk. Numerical information in the header lines always
follows a colon. The Material Number is the LANL designation. The quantity Z is the material
atomic number, A is the atomic weight, and RhoO is the normal density at STP. Also included
are the solid bulk modulus and the exchange coefficient. NRho and NTemp give the number of
entries along the r and T axes. The quantity Free Energy equals 1 if Table 5 is included.

Table 1 consists of a descriptive comment line followed by a listing of the density values, one
value per line.

*** Table 1. Rho(I) (gm/cm3)
1 r(I)
2 r(2)

NRho r(NRho)

I The index occupies the first five columns of the line, column 6 is a space, and the remaining 12
columns contain the real number value of the density in exponential format. The following

, example shows the header and beginning of Table 1 for uranium (Material Number 1540).
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*** Header
Material number: 1540
Origination date: 31673
Revision date: 101582
Z: 9.2000E+01
A: 2.3803E+02
RhoO: 1.8983E+01
Bulk modulus: 1.1220E+00
Cex: 7.3856E-01
NRho: 101
NTemp: 23
Free energy: 0
*** Table 1. Rho(I) (gm/cm3)

1 O.OOOOE+00
2 1.4830E-01
3 2.8296E-01
4 4.1763E-01
5 8.0203E-01
6 1.1864E+00
7 1.9616E+00

The second table is a listing of indices and values along the temperature axis.

*** Table 2. Temp(J) (degrees K)
1 Temp(l)
2 Temp(2)

j Temp®

NTemp Temp(NTemp)

f The third table lists pressure values organized by the density and temperature indices. To save
space, the indices are not included. Each line contains one value of the pressure in exponential

I format that occupies 11 columns. Table 3 contains NRho*NTemp entries and has the following
| organization.



*** Table 3. Pressure(I,J) (GPa)
Pressure(l,l)
Pressure(l,2)
Pressure(l,3)

Pressure(lyNTemp)
Pressure(2,l)

Pressure(Lj)

Pressure(NRhoJlTemp-l)
Pressure(NRhoJNTemp)

Similarly, Table 4 has the organization

*** Table 4. Internal energy (I,J) (MJ/kg)

V(lyNTemp)

U(iJ)

U(NRhoJITemp-l)
UfNRhoJVTemp)

The optional Table 5 contains the following entries.

*** Table 5. fOptionalJ Helmholtz free energy (I,J) (MJ/kg)
F(U)

F(lJVTemp)

F(NRhoJVTemp-l)
F(NRhoJVTemp)



Finally, Table 3 gives information on the content of the material files. For each file, the table
gives the full name of the material and the number of values along the density and temperature
axes. The table also gives the ranges of density and temperature.

1. B.I. Bennet, J.D. Johnson, G.I. Kerley and G.T. Rood, Recent Developments in the Sesame
Equation-of-state Library, (Los Alamos National Laboratory, LA-7130,1978).

2. S.P. Lyon and J.D. Johnson (eds), Sesame: The Los Alamos National Laboratory
Equation-of-state Database, (Los Alamos National Laboratory, LA-UR-92-3407,1992).

Table 3
Materials in the Sesame Library

ALLU7111
Material: Nevada alluvium
File length: 62627
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 1.8359E-02
RhoMax: 4.7000E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

ALUM3715
Material: Aluminum
File length: 141228
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 53
TempMin: 0.000OE+OO
TempMax: 1.1604E+08
Free energy: 0

ALMA7410
Material: Alumina
File length: 62628
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 3.1016E-02
RhoMax: 3.9700E+03
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

ALUM3716
Material: Aluminum
File length: 53976
NRho: 86
RhoMin: 1.0000E-03
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 3.0000E+02
TempMax: 1.8567E+04
Free energy: 0



ALMA7411
Material: Alumina
File length: 100640
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 7.9400E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

ALUM3713
Material: Aluminum
File length: 14104
NRho: 6 8
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 7.9400E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.16 05E+09
Free energy: 0

ARGO5171
Material: Argon
File length: 38591
NRho: 45
RhoMin: 4.0563E-05
RhoMax: 1.5587E+00
NTemp: 21
TempMin: 8.3800E+01
TempMax: 4.0000E+02
Free energy: 1

ARGO5172
Material: Argon
File length: 100639
NRho: 66
RhoMin: 1.0000E-05
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 57
TempMin: 1.1604E+02
TempMax: 1.1604E+08
Free energy: 0

ALUM3718
Material: Aluminum
File length: 193692
NRho: 86
RhoMin: 1.0000E-03
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 3.0000E+02
TempMax: 1.8567E+04
Free energy: 1

AMMO5520
Material: Ammonia
File length: 45695
NRho: 59
RhoMin: 1.0000E-05
RhoMax: 7.6500E-01
NTemp: 19
TempMin: 1.9548E+02
TempMax: 7.6000E+02
Free energy: 1

BEOX7610
Material: Beryllium oxide
File length: 100640
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 6.0200E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

BEOX7611
Material: Beryllium oxide
File length: 118313
NRho: 76
RhoMin: O.000OE+O0
RhoMax: 6.0160E+04
NTemp: 39
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1
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BASA753 0
Material: Basalt
File length: 105029
NRho: 71
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 5.7360E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

BCRB7081
Material: Boron carbide
File length: 68537
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 0.0OO0E+00
RhoMax: 3.1850E+00
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 5.8749E+04
Free energy: 0

BERY2022
Material: Beryllium
File length: 81270
NRho: 72
RhoMin: 1.0000E-04
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 42
TempMin: 2.9011E+02
TempMax: 1.1604E+08
Free energy: 0

BERY2 023
Material: Beryllium
File length: 100640
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 3.7000E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

BEOX7612
Material: Beryllium oxide
File length: 113689
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 6.0160E+04
NTemp: 39
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

BERY2020
Material: Beryllium
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 3.6900E+04
NTemp: 2 3
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

CACB733 0
Material: Calcium carbonate
File length: 101098
NRho: 92
RhoMin: 1.0000E-06
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 41
TempMin: 2.9011E+02
TempMax: 2.9011E+08
Free energy: 0

CALC7331
Material: Calcite
File length: 106493
NRho: 72
RhoMin: 0.000OE+00
RhoMax: 5.4220E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1
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BRAS4100
Material: Brass
File length: 62627
NRhO: 100
RhoMin: 6.6016E-02
RhoMax: 1.6900E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

BUTA5530
Material: Normal butane
File length: 23158
NRho: 31
RhoMin: 1.0000E-06
RhoMax: 7.5300E-01
NTemp: 18
TempMin: 1.3486E+02
TempMax: 7.0000E+02
Free energy: 1

COPP3332
Material: Copper
File length: 17974
NRho: 22
RhoMin: 8.9300E+00
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 29
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+06
Free energy: 0

COPP3333
Material: Copper
File length: 128206
NRho: 74
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0 000E+03
NTemp: 6 5
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 5.8023E+08
Free energy: 0

CAOX7450
Material: Calcium oxide
File length: 106492
NRho: 72
RhoMin: 0.0O0OE+00
RhoMax: 5.9600E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

CLAY7102
Material: Dry clay
File length: 105029
NRho: 71
RhoMin: 0.O0OOE+00
RhoMax: 6.04 00E+04
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

DEUT5263
Material: Deuterium
File length: 34367
NRho: 50
RhoMin: 0.00O0E+OO
RhoMax: 3.5000E+03
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7000E+08
Free energy: 0

DIAM7830
Material: Diamond
File length: 63177
NRho: 93
RhoMin: 3.5238E-01
RhoMax: 3.5238E+02
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

11
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C0PP3334
Material: Copper
File length: 143766
NRho: 90
RhoMin: 1.0000E-02
RhoMax: 1.0000E+01
NTemp: 60
TempMin: 2.9300E+02
TempMax: 1.1000E+04
Free energy: 0

DAIR5030
Material: Dry air
File length: 18332
NRho: 21
RhoMin: 1.0000E-07
RhoMax: 1.5000E+01
NTemp: 31
TempMin: 1.7524E+02
TempMax: 3.4815E+08
Free energy: 0

DPOL7160
Material: Deutero-polyethylene
File length: 83476
NRho: 65
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.0949E+03
NTemp: 32
TempMin: 0.0O0OE+O0
TempMax: 1.1604E+09
Free energy: 1

DTRI5271
Material: D-T Mixture (50-50)
File length: 34366
NRho: 50
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.3707E+03
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7000E+08
Free energy: 0

DIAM7831
Material: Diamond
File length: 58137
NRho: 48
RhoMin: 2.3 000E-01
RhoMax: 1.0000E+02
NTemp: 3 0
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.0 0 0 0E+ 0 7
Free energy: 1

DOLO7510
Material: Dolomite
File length: 102104
NRho: 69
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 5.6440E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

EPOX7602
Material: Epoxy (Epon 828)
File length: 48560
NRho: 66
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.3232E+03
NTemp: 27
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 0

EURO2110
Material: Europium
File length: 103566
NRho: 70
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0506E+05
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1
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DTRI5272
Material: D-T Mixture (50-50)
File length: 50666
NRho: 50
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.1965E+03
NTemp: 2 5
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TerapMax: 3.7000E+08
Free energy: 1

EPOX7601
Material: Epoxy (Epon 828)
File length: 102103
NRho: 69
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.3 700E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

GARN7761
Material: Garnet
File length: 123950
NRho: 74
RhoMin: 4.0500E-06
RhoMax: 8.1000E+04
NTemp: 42
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

GLAS7252
Material: Lithia-boria glass
File length: 83126
NRho: 69
RhoMin: 1.0000E-10
RhoMax: 4.5000E+03
NTemp: 3 0
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7000E+08
Free energy: 1

GADO3 280
Material: Gadolinium
File length: 103566
NRho: 70
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.5796E+05
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

GARN7760
Material: Garnet
File length: 106492
NRho: 72
RhoMin: 0.O00OE+0O
RhoMax: 8.1000E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

HELI5760
Material: Helium
File length: 68537
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.6784E+03
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+08
Free energy: 0

HELI5761
Material: Helium
File length: 28343
NRho: 38
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 27
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1600E+08
Free energy: 0
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GOLD2700
Material: Gold
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 3.8600E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0 0O0E+O0
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

GRAN7390
Material: Westerly granite
File length: 62627
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 2.0523E-02
RhoMax: 5.254 0E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

HOLM3 660
Material: Holmium
File length: 103566
NRho: 70
RhoMin: 0.0OO0E+OO
RhoMax: 1.7562E+05
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0O00E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

HYDR5250
Material: Hydrogen
File length: 44756
NRho: 50
RhoMin: 1.2745E-06
RhoMax: 1.0069E-01
NTemp: 22
TempMin: 1.3800E+01
TempMax: 4.0000E+02
Free energy: 1

HELI5762
Material: Helium
File length: 60516
NRho: 50
RhoMin: 1.1625E-05
RhoMax: 3.0000E-01
NTemp: 3 0
TempMin: 2.1770E+00
TempMax: 1.5000E+03
Free energy: 1

HEMA7440
Material: Hematite
File length: 105029
NRho: 71
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0014E+05
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

IRON2145
Material: Iron
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.2537E+01
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+04
Free energy: 0

ISOB5540
Material: Isobutane
File length: 24387
NRho: 31
RhoMin: 1.0000E-06
RhoMax: 7.5000E-01
NTemp: 19
TempMin: 1.1355E+02
TempMax: 7.0000E+02
Free energy: 1
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HYDR5251
Material: Hydrogen
File length: 34366
NRho: 50
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.7517E+03
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7000E+08
Free energy: 0

IRON2140
Material: Iron
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.5700E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

LEAD3200
Material: Lead
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.2680E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

LHYD7371
Material: Lithium hydride
File length: 37903
NRho: 42
RhoMin: 1.0000E-04
RhoMax: 1.0000E+04
NTemp: 3 3
TempMin: 1.1604E+01
TempMax: 1.8567E+08
Free energy: 0

KRYP518 0
Material: Krypton
File length: 42141
NRho: 45
RhoMin: 1.0000E-06
RhoMax: 1.0000E+01
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 1.0000E+02
TempMax: 1.0000E+07
Free energy: 1

KRYP5181
Material: Kyrpton
File length: 106488
NRho: 72
RhoMin: 1.0000E-08
RhoMax: 1.0000E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 4.0000E+08
Free energy: 1

LITH2291
Material: Lithium
File length: 73856
NRho: 45
RhoMin: 1.0000E-04
RhoMax: 2.0000E+00
NTemp: 61
TempMin: 4.5374E+02
TempMax: 3.6670E+08
Free energy: 0

LITH2292
Material: Lithium
File length: 106316
NRho: 70
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0662E+04
NTemp: 3 8
TempMin: 0.000 0E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1
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LIME7130
Material: Limestone
File length: 106493
NRho: 72
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 5.4820E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

LITH2290
Material: Lithium
File length: 62507
NRho: 92
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 5.3260E+01
NTemp: 2 5
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+08
Free energy: 0

LTHD724 5
Material: Lithium(6)-deuteride
File length: 168166
NRho: 94
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 8.6350E+01
NTemp: 4 5
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+08
Free energy: 1

LUCT7750
Material: Lucite
File length: 107957
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.3720E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

LITH2293
Material: Lithium
File length: 106318
NRho: 70
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0662E+04
NTemp: 3 8
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

LTHD7244
Material:Lith(n)-deuteride
File length: 168166
NRho: 94
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 9.7224E+01
NTemp: 45
TempMin: 0.OO00E+O0
TempMax: 1.1605E+08
Free energy: 1

METH5502
Material: Methane
File length: 52656
NRho: 52
RhoMin: 2.5173E-06
RhoMax: 4.6971E-01
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 9.0680E+01
TempMax: 5.0000E+02
Free energy: 1

MICA7520
Material: Mica
File length: 62627
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 2.1094E-02
RhoMax: 5.4000E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0
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METH5500
Material: Methane
File length: 61438
NRho: 69
RhoMin: 1.0000E-10
RhoMax: 2.5000E+00
NTemp: 22
TempMin: 2.0000E+01
TempMax: 1.0000E+04
Free energy: 1

METH5501
Material: Methane
File length: 61438
NRho: 69
RhoMin: 1.0000E-10
RhoMax: 2.5000E+00
NTemp: 22
TempMin: 2.0000E+01
TempMax: 1.0000E+04
Free energy: 1

MOLY2983
Material: Molybdenum
File length: 13786
NRho: 15
RhoMin: 1.0200E+01
RhoMax: 2.5000E+02
NTemp: 32
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 2.3209E+06
Free energy: 0

NEON5410
Material: Neon
File length: 63246
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.8800E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

MOLY2980
Material: Molybdenum
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.0400E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

MOLY2981
Material: Molybdenum
File length: 32858
NRho: 47
RhoMin: 8.5000E+00
RhoMax: 1.0000E+03
NTemp: 17
TempMin: 5.0000E+01
TempMax: 1.1605E+06
Free energy: 1

NITR5000
Material: Nitrogen
File length: 66078
NRho: 63
RhoMin: 1.0000E-08
RhoMax: 1.0000E+04
NTemp: 26
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.0000E+08
Free energy: 1

NITR5001
Material: Nitrogen
File length: 35041
NRho: 45
RhoMin: 6.7125E-05
RhoMax: 9.4015E-01
NTemp: 19
TempMin: 6.3150E+01
TempMax: 1.9000E+03
Free energy: 1
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NEON5411
Material: Neon
File length: 36816
NRho: 45
RhoMin: 5.1028E-05
RhoMax: 1.34 06E+00
NTemp: 2 0
TerapMin: 2.5000E+01
TempMax: 3.0000E+02
Free energy: 1

NICK3100
Material: Nickel
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.7764E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

PBXX8200
Material: PBX-9502
File length: 62627
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 1.4797E-02
RhoMax: 3.7880E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

PCRB7740
Material: Polycarbonate
File length: 113826
NRho: 75
RhoMin: 0.00OOE+OO
RhoMax: 2.3 920E+04
NTemp: 3 8
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

OXYG5010
Material: Oxygen
File length: 66078
NRho: 63
RhoMin: 1.0000E-08
RhoMax: 1.0000E+04
NTemp: 26
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.0000E+08
Free energy: 1

OXYG5011
Material: Oxygen
File length: 47643
NRho: 51
RhoMin: 1.0481E-07
RhoMax: 1.4168E+00
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 5.4359E+01
TempMax: 4.0000E+02
Free energy: 1

PHEN7542
Material: Carbon phenolic
File length: 100640
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 3.0000E+04
NTemp: 37
TempMin: O.OOOOE+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

PHEN7570
Material: Phenolic
File length: 113826
NRho: 75
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.7700E+04
NTemp: 38
TempMin: 0.0O0OE+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1
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PERI7460
Material: Periclase
File length: 107956
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 7.1680E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: O.OOOOE+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

PHEN7541
Material: Carbon phenolic
File length: 38387
NRho: 56
RhoMin: O.OOOOE+00
RhoMax: 1.5160E+03
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7134E+08
Free energy: 0

POLY7171
Material: Polyethylene (bran)
File length: 83476
NRho: 65
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.8320E+03
NTemp: 32
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+09
Free energy: 1

PHEN7580
Material: Phenolic refrasil
File length: 116771
NRho: 75
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 3.4000E+04
NTemp: 3 9
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

PLAT3730
Material: Platinum
File length: 63246
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.1419E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.713 6E+08
Free energy: 0

QUAR7380
Material: Quartz
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.4080E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

POLY7180
Material: Polyethylene
File length: 83476
NRho: 65
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.9080E+03
NTemp: 3 2
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+09
Free energy: 1

QUAR7381
(Marlex) Material: Quartz

File length: 52711
NRho: 36
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.2040E+04
NTemp: 54
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 0
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PSUL7660 QUAR7383
Material: Peryphenylene sulfide Material: Polycrystal quartz
File length: 189929 File length: 107957
NRho: 76 NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00 RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.0000E+02 RhoMax: 5.3000E+04
NTemp: 63 NTemp: 37
TempMin: 2.9012E+02 TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TerapMax: 1.1605E+09 TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1 Free energy: 1

_j

PTDE7230
Material: Polytetradeutero-
ethylene
NRho: 69
RhoMin: O.00O0E+OO
RhoMax: 2.1860E+03
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+09
Free energy: 1

QUAR7386
Material: Fused quartz
File length: 116771
NRho: 75
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.4080E+04
NTemp: 3 9
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

RASM5280
Material: Ross-Aller solar mix
File length: 38982
NRho: 31
RhoMin: 1.0000E-06
RhoMax: 1.0000E+04
NTemp: 4 6
TempMin: 1.1605E+04
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 0

QUAR7385
Material: Polycrystal quartz
File length: 107955
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 5.3000E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

SALT7283
Material: Salt
File length: 107955
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.4800E+04
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

SAND7100
Material: Dry sand
File length: 107955
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 5.2000E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.000OE+O0
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1
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SALT7281
Material: Salt
File length: 14937
NRho: 25
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.1600E+04
NTemp: 21
TempMin: 1.1605E+02
TempMax: 5.8027E+08
Free energy: 0

SALT7282
Material: Salt
File length: 107955
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.2740E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+OO
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

SRZE5300
Material: Sr-Xe mixture
File length: 100640
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 6.4600E+04
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

SILV2720
Material: Silver
File length: 102103
NRho: 69
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.1000E+05
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

SODI2448
Material: Sodium
File length: 68536
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0O00E+0O
RhoMax: 1.3143E+00
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.0155E+04
Free energy: 0

STYR7592
(50-50) Material: Polystyrene

File length: 119425
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.0880E+04
NTemp: 41
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

j

STST4270
Material: Stainless steel
File length: 62627
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 6.1687E-02
RhoMax: 1.5792E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

SYLG7930
Material: Sylgard
File length: 91259
NRho: 69
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.1000E+03
NTemp: 3 3
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+0 9
Free energy: 1
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STYR7590
Material: Polystyrene
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.0880E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

STYR7591
Material: Polystyrene
File length: 114566
NRho: 70
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.0880E+04
NTemp: 41
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

TCRB3560
Material: Tungsten carbide
File length: 67868
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.5048E+04
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.4 813E+08
Free energy: 0

TEFL7190
Material: Teflon
File length: 82208
NRho: 64
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.3040E+03
NTemp: 3 2
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+09
Free energy: 1

SYLG7931
Material: Sylgard
File length: 89952
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.0760E+03
NTemp: 33
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+09
Free energy: 1

TANT3520
Material: Tantalum
File length: 32292
NRho: 49
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.2929E+01
NTemp: 16
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 6.5257E+05
Free energy: 1

TUFF7120
Material: Saturated tuff
File length: 110881
NRho: 75
RhoMin: 0.0OO0E+00
RhoMax: 3.9000E+04
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

TUFF7121
Material: Saturated tuff
File length: 116733
NRho: 79
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 3.9000E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1
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TITA2 961
Material: Titanium alloy
File length: 106492
NRho: 72
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 8.8940E+04
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

TITA2962
Material: Titanium alloy
File length: 105029
NRho: 71
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 8.8380E+04
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

URDI7432
Material: Uranium dioxide
File length: 68537
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.43 00E+01
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.0470E+04
Free energy: 0

URET7560
Material: Polyurethane
File length: 63246
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.5300E+04
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.7136E+08
Free energy: 0

TUNG3541
Material: Tungsten
File length: 57147
NRho: 84
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.9312E+04
NTemp: 25
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+08
Free energy: 0

URAN1540
Material: Uranium
File length: 63245
NRho: 101
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 3.7966E+05
NTemp: 23
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 3.713 6E+08
Free energy: 0

VANA2551
Material: Vanadium
File length: 10064 0
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.2220E+05
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

WATR7150
Material: Water
File length: 943 67
NRho: 80
RhoMin: 2.0000E-06
RhoMax: 4.0000E+02
NTemp: 44
TempMin: 2.9012E+02
TempMax: 1.7407E+08
Free energy: 0
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URET7561
Material: Polyurethane
File length: 110824
NRho: 73
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 2.5280E+04
NTemp: 3 8
TempMin: 0.0000E+OO
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

VANA2550
Material: Vanadium
File length: 110746
NRho: 92
RhoMin: 6.1000E-01
RhoMax: 3.0012E+01
NTemp: 4 5
TempMin: O.OOOOE+00
TempMax: 1.1604E+08
Free energy: 0

WATR7154
Material: Water
File length: 97714
NRho: 66
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 4.9900E+03
NTemp: 37
TempMin: O.OOOOE+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

XENO5190
Material: Xenon
File length: 92522
NRho: 66
RhoMin: 1.0000E-06
RhoMax: 5.0000E+03
NTemp: 3 5
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 4.0000E+08
Free energy: 1

WATR7152
Material: Water
File length: 91982
NRho: 74
RhoMin: 1.0000E-08
RhoMax: 1.4000E+00
NTemp: 31
TempMin: 2.5000E+02
TempMax: 4.0000E+03
Free energy: 1

WATR7153
Material: Water
File length: 100640
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.9964E+04
NTemp: 37
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

ZIRC3180
Material: Zirconium
File length: 100640
NRho: 68
RhoMin: 0.0000E+00
RhoMax: 1.3 012E+05
NTemp: 3 7
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 1.1605E+09
Free energy: 1

IGAS0099
Material: Gamma 5/3 gas
File length: 135987
NRho: 100
RhoMin: 1.00000E-08
RhoMax: 1.00O0OE+0O
NTemp: 51
TempMin: 0.0000E+00
TempMax: 5.0000E+08
Free energy: 1
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SVIEW

Sesame Table Analysis Utility

Stanley Humphries, Jr.

Acceleration Associates
13407 Sunset Canyon NE

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111
December 1995

A. Function, installation and operation

SView is an interactive program to inspect the Sesame Equation-of-State Tables1-2 and to
derive information to predict shock properties in materials. SView uses the OPENSES set of
FORTRAN subroutines3 for Sesame table calculations. The program demonstrates a variety of
techniques to apply OPENJSES. Sections B and C of this report describe the functions of SView.
In this section, we shall concentrate on installing and running the program.

The following 15 files are provided on the Sesame Library distribution disk.

SVIEW.EXE
SVIEW.CFG
SVIEW.F
SVIEW.INC
OPENJSES.F
OPENJSES.INC
SPPFNT.002
SPPFNT.003
SPPFNT.004
SPPFNT.005
SPPFNT.006
SPPFNT.007
SPPFNT.008
SPPFNT.009
SPPFNT.010



The file SView.EXE is the executable program. SView.CFG is a hardware configuration file that
must be in the current directory when running SView. The files SView.F, SView.INC,
OPENJSES.F and OPENSES.INC are source code and inclusion files for SView and
OPENSES. The last nine files are fonts that are used with the Silicon Valley Software Scientific
Plotting Package4.

Place the distribution disk in Drive A: (or B:). Make a directory on the C: disk called
SVSFONTS.

C:
CD\
MKDIR SVSFONTS

Log to this directory and copy the fonts.

CD SVSFONTS
COPYA.SPPFNT.*

Next, copy SView.EXE and SView.CFG to the directory where you keep the Sesame data files in
Acceleration Associates format. These files have names of the form

<MatName>.SES

SView uses the driver ANSI.SYS to control placement on the text screen. Be sure that the driver
is installed during your computer boot or the program will display gibberish on the screen. The
only installation that may be necessary is to change the SView.CFG file to reflect the hardware
setup of your computer. The default configuration file specifies a VGA 16-color monitor, an HP
LaserJet Series II printer, and a font directory C:\SVSFONTS.

mon = 18
nprin = 1
mode = 3
isave = -1
'C:\SVSFONTS\'

You can change these settings by modifying the file with a text editor. The following choices are
available for the 'mon' parameter.



mon Description Columns Rows

4 CGA 4-Color
5 CGA Black & White
6 CGA Black & White

13 EGA 16-Color
14 EGA 16-Color
15 EGA Monochrome
16 EGA 16-Color
17 MCGA & VGA 2-Color
18 VGA 16-Color
19 MCGA & VGA 256-Color
37 Genoa VGA 16-Color
39 Genoa VGA 16-Color
40 Hercules Monochrome
41 Genoa/Orchid VGA 16-Color
45 Genoa EGA 256-Color
46 Genoa/Orchid VGA 256-Color 640
47 Genoa VGA 256-Color
55 Genoa/Orchid VGA 16-Color
72 AT&T 6300 Monochrome
89 Genoa VGA 16-Color
91 Genoa EGA 256-Color
92 Genoa VGA 256-Color
93 Genoa VGA 256-Color
95 Genoa VGA 16-Color
99 Tatung VGA 16-Color
100 Tatung VGA 16-Color
115 Genoa VGA 16-color
121 Genoa VGA 16-color
124 Genoa VGA 16-color
125 Genoa VGA 256-color
200 Everex VGA 16-Color
201 Everex VGA 16-Color
202 Everex VGA 16-Color
217 Everex EGA 4-Color
219 Everex EGA 256-Color
220 Everex VGA 256-Color
221 Everex VGA 256-Color
700 Wyse-700 Monochrome

320
320
640
320
640
640
640
640
640
320
640
720
720
800
640
640
720
1024
640
720
640
640
720
1024
720
800
640
800
512
512
640
752
800
1280
640
640
512
1280

200
200
200
200
200
350
350
480
480
200
480
512
348
600
350
480
512
768
400
512
350
480
512
768
540
600
480
600
512
512
480
410
600
350
350
400
480
800

f



The parameters 'nprin' and 'mode' set the properties of the graphics printer attached to LPTl.

nprin Printer type
0 - Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series I
1 - Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series XI
2 - Hewlett-Packard DeskJet
8 - Epson with 8-pin printer head (older models)

24 - Epson with 8-pin and 24-pin printer heads
25 - Epson color dot-matrix printer
80 - HP6L plotter without built-in circle drawing
90 - HPGL plotter with built-in circle drawing
115 - CGP-115 4-pen color plotter

nprin = 0,1,2...Hewlett-Packard

mode dots/in mode
0 75 x 75 2
1 100 x 100

nprin = 8 ...Epson 8-pin

mode dots/in mode
0 60 x 72 4
1 120 x 72
2 120 x 72
3 240 x 72

dots/in
150 x 150
3 300 x 300

dots/in
80 x 72
5 72 x 72
6 90 x 72

nprin = 24,25...Epson 24-pin

mode dots/in mode
0 60 x 60 32
1 120 x 60
2 120 x 60
3 240 x 60
4 80 x 60 40
6 90 x 60

dots/in
60 x 180
33 120 x 180
38 90 x 180
39 180 x 180
360 x 180



To run SView, log to the directory containing the program and the Sesame data tables and type

SView <Enter>

The program starts and displays the menu shown in Figure 1. Initially, there are no materials
loaded and none of the commands function. The first step is to load between 1 and 5 materials
using the L command. At the prompt, specify the full name prefix of a Sesame Table, such as

BEOX7610

SView gives an error message if the material file is not available in the current directory.

In this phase, the information window at the bottom of the screen shows the materials that have
been loaded and the available memory for additional materials. The Active Material is
highlighted in the list. Most listings and plots use the table of the Active Material. To change
this parameter, use the A command and supply a number between 1 and 5.

SView will not load an additional material table if five materials are already loaded or if there
is not enough memory to store the table. To clear all materials from memory, use the C
command.

B. Information listings

Several commands display listing information about the tables. Some data may be displayed on
the screen in the information window. Longer listings are saved in the file SView.DAT. This file
is erased and recreated each time you run SView. To save the data from a run, rename the
SView.DAT file.

Material Information [I] j
FUNCTION: Gives a general summary of table properties for the active material in the
information window.



List T (Rho,P) [7]

List P (Rho,P) [P] j

List Cs (Rho,P) [V]

FUNCTION: Gives interpolated values of T, P or Cs for the active material in standard Sesame
table units for given values of material density and pressure. The information is written to the
information window and listing file.

List shock Hugoniot [S]

FUNCTION: Makes a table of points on a Hugoniot curve for the active material in the listing
file in the format shown in TABLE 1.

COMMENTS: The routine calculates the shock Hugoniot curves at a set of density values
corresponding to the row values of the Sesame table, ri = Rhol(i). Note that for many rows it may
not be possible to find shock conditions corresponding to a given initial state. Also note that
most Sesame tables are quite inaccurate near STP (standard temperature and pressure). In fact,
some tables list negative values of pressure and internal energy to model material expansion and
spall. SView does the best job possible in locating initial values density, temperature, pressure
and internal energy that correspond to a reasonable state of quiescent material. Fortunately, the
values of the shock Hugoniot at high pressure and temperature are not sensitive to the initial
state. You can over-ride automatic selection of the initial state by using the R command. Figure 2
shows values calculated for the LEAD3200 table by SView and by the HYDSES package created
by Los Alamos National Laboratory.



Table 1
SView Shock Hugoniot Listing for LEAD3200

Reference density (gm/cm3): 1.13400E+01
Reference temperature (degrees K): 2.73000E+02
Reference pressure (GPa): 6.87714E-01
Reference internal energy (MJ/kg): 2.86717E-02

Density
(gm/cm3)

1.13400E+01
1.14550E+01
1.16310E+01
1.20640E+01
1.25300E+01
1.30340E+01
1.35810E+01
1.41750E+01
1.48240E+01
1.55340E+01
1.53170E+0X
1.71820E+01
1.81440E+01
1.90270E+01
1.94850E+01
1.99650E+01
2.04690E+01
2.10000E+01
2.15590E+01
2.21480E+01
2.26800E+01
2.34300E+01
2.41280E+01
2.48680E+01
2.56560E+01
2.64950E+01
2.73910E+01
2.83500E+01
3.04840E+01
3.16760E+01
3.29650E+01
3.43640E+01
3.58860E+01
3.75500E+01
3.95120E+01
4.15380E+01
4.37840E+01
5.06250E+01

Pressure
(GPa)

6.87714E-01
1.17850E+00
1.95667E+00
4.10380E+00
6.80028E+00
1.02094E+01
1.45522E+01
2.01328E+01
2.73791E+01
3.68778E+01
4.94515E+01
6.63802E+01
9.00672E+01
1.15926E+02
1.30957E+02
1.47827E+02
1.66388E+02
1.86874E+02
2.09735E+02
2.35368E+02
2.59923E+02
2.98058E+02
3.38345E+02
3.85507E+02
4.41035E+02
5.06775E+02
5.85045E+02
6.78871E+02
9.34285E+02
1.10889E+03
1.32684E+03
1.60176E+03
1.95134E+03
2.41520E+03
3.10856E+03
4.03904E+03
4.83189E+03
1.04124E+04

Temperature
(deg-Kelvin)

2.73000E+02
2.81673E+02
2.88942E+02
3.15926E+02
3.58331E+02
4.29264E+02
5.47815E+02
7.51510E+02
1.09246E+03
1.64314E+03
2.50976E+03
3.84545E+03
5.90775E+03
8.25682E+03
9.63689E+03
1.11845E+04
1.28814E+04
1.47455E+04
1.68042E+04
1.90768E+04
2.12117E+04
2.44542E+04
2.78357E+04
3.17167E+04
3.61806E+04
4.13122E+04
4.72092E+04
5.39867E+04
7.08938E+04
8.15987E+04
9.42307E+04
1.09219E+05
1.26940E+05
1.48952E+05
1.79451E+05
2.16678E+05
2.37384E+05
4.00342S+05

Internal energy
(MJ/kg)

2.86717E-02
2.97854E-02
3.16019E-02
4.12927E-02
5.99929E-02
9.11313E-02
1.39571E-01
2.12270E-01
3.19516E-01
4.75866E-01
7.02995E-01
1.03414E+00
1.52925E+00
2.10595E+00
2.45514E+00
2.85762E+00
3.31339E+00
3.83171E+00
4.42599E+00
5.10869E+00
5.77564E+00
6.82420E+00
7.94754E+00
9.28742E+00
1.08943E+01
1.28292E+01
1.51690E+01
1.80118E+01
2.59107E+01
3.14340E+01
3.84289E+01
4.73709E+01
5.87785E+01
7.41472E+01
9.75960E+01
1.29490E+02
1.48857E+02
3.35591E+02

Error
(%)

0.00000E+00
-9.65458E-01
-4.10895E-02
1.39932E-01
5.78886E-02
-1.47883E-02
-1.42828E-02
2.29502E-03
5.09652E-04
-1.09625E-03
-1.40071E-03
-2.06596E-03
4.62855E-05
-7.97260E-04
-5.20327E-03
-1.99216E-03
2.22070E-02
2.91828E-02
9.78465E-03
-1.91676E-02
-2.73231E-02
2.07150E-02
4.97231E-02
4.67393E-02
1.96627E-02
-1.72285E-02
-4.21174E-02
-2.97232E-02
2.70753E-02
1.04543E-02
-6.74724E-03
-7.31996E-03
2.05681E-01
3.14410E-01
1.83526E-01
2.31491E-02
6.08794E+00
6.17458E+00



5.22580E+01
5.40000E+01
5.67000E+01
6.00000E+01

1.37330E+04
1.87939E+04
3.06703E+04
3.56702E+04

4.89468E+05
6.11690E+05
8.62777E+05
9.19670E+05

4.62729E+02
6.56382E+02
1.08976E+03
1.19023E+03

2.47205E+00
-2.57751E-01
-7.21412E-01
7.16952E+00

Density
(gm/cm3)

Pressure
(GPa)

Temperature
(deg-Kelvin)

Us
(km/sec)

Up
(km/sec)

1.13400E+01
1.14550E+01
1.16310E+01
1.20640E+01
1.25300E+01
1.30340E+01
1.35810E+01
1.41750E+01
1.48240E+01
1.55340E+01
1.63170E+01
1.71820E+01
1.81440E+01
1.90270E+01
1.94850E+01
1.99650E+01
2.04690E+01
2.10000E+01
2.15590E+01
2.21480E+01
2.26800E+01
2.34300E+01
2.41280E+01
2.48680E+01
2.56560E+01
2.64950E+01
2.73910E+01
2.83500E+01
3.04840E+01
3.16760E+01
3.29650E+01
3.43640E+01
3.58860E+01
3.75500E+01
3.95120E+01
4.15380E+01
4.37840E+01
5.06250E+01
5.22580E+01
5.40000E+01
5.67000E+01
6.00000E+01

6.87714E-01
1.17850E+00
1.95667E+00
4.10380E+00
6.80028E+00
1.02094E+0I
1.45522E+01
2.01328E+01
2.73791E+01
3.68778E+01
4.94515E+01
6.63802E+01
9.00672E+01
1.15926E+02
1.30957E+02
1.47827E+02
1.66388E+02
1.86874E+02
2.09735E+02
2.35368E+02
2.59923E+02
2.98058E+02
3.38345E+02
3.85507E+02
4.41035E+02
5.06775E+02
5.85045E+02
6.78871E+02
9.34285E+02
1.10889E+03
1.32684E+03
1.60176E+03
1.95134E+03
2.41520E+03
3.10856E+03
4.03904E+03
4.83189E+03
1.04124E+04
1.37330E+04
1.87939E+04
3.06703E+04
3.56702E+04

3.
5.

2.73000E+02
2.81673E+02
2.88942E+02
3.15926E+02
3.58331E+02
4.29264E+02
5.47815E+02
7.51510E+02
1.09246E+03
1.64314E+03
2.50976E+03

84545E+03
90775E+03

8.25682E+03
9.63689E+03
1.11845E+04
1.28814E+04
1.47455E+04
1.68042E+04
1.90768E+04
2.12117E+04
2.44542E+04
2.78357E+04
3.171S7E+04
3.61806E+04
4.13122E+04
4.72092E+04
5.39867E+04
7.08938E+04
8.15987E+04
9.42307E+04
1.09219E+05
1.26940E+05
1.48952E+05
1.79451E+05
2.16678E+05
2.37384E+05
4.00342E+05
4.89468E+05
6.11690E+05
8.62777E+05
9.19670E+05

O.OOOOOE+00
2.07629E+00
2.11484E+00
2.24044E+00
2.38236E+00
2.54175E+00
2.72202E+00
2.92809E+00
3.16463E+00
3.43808E+00
3.75473E+00
4.12769E+00
4.58455E+00
5.01531E+00
5.24227E+00
5.48041E+00
5.72389E+00
5.97432E+00
6.23629E+00
6.51217E+00
6.75170E+00
7.12878E+00
7.49533E+00
7.89815E+00
8.34209E+00
8.83304E+00
9.37747E+00
9.98369E+00
1.14497E+01
1.23377E+01
1.33518E+01
1.45164E+01
1.58583E+01
1.74654E+01
1.96056E+01
2.21324E+01
2.39779E+01
3.43972E+01
3.93264E+01
4.58016E+01
5.81437E+01
6.22776E+01

O.OOOOOE+00
2.08446E-02
5.29122E-02
1.34456E-01
2.26258E-01
3.30346E-01
4.49160E-01
5.85617E-01
7.43764E-01
9.28241E-01
1.14526E+00
1.40344E+00
1.71921E+00
2.02621E+00
2.19134E+00
2.36757E+00
2.55281E+00
2.74819E+00
2.95601E+00
3.17788E+00
3.38085E+00
3.67849E+00
3.97257E+00
4.29653E+00
4.65487E+00
5.05245E+00
5.49516E+00
5.99022E+00
7.19041E+00
7.92081E+00
8.75874E+00
9.72606E+00
1.08470E+01
1.21909E+01
1.39788E+01
1.60902E+01
1.77677E+01
2.66922E+01
3.07926E+01
3.61832E+01
4.65150E+01
5.05071E+01



Set Hugoniot reference [R]

FUNCTION: Allows the user manually to set the initial condition of material for calculating a
shock Hugoniot curve.

COMMENTS: This command allows parameter input and also toggles automatic selection of
the initial conditions for a shock Hugoniot curve. The first time the routine is called, SView turns
off automatic selection and asks for values of ro and To. The program searches for a value of ri
on the table equal to or greater than the supplied number and then calculates interpolated values
of Po and Eo. Issuing the R command a second time restores automatic selection of initial
conditions.

C. Plots

SView can create several useful plots with automatic scaling. In all cases, multi-colored plots
are displayed on screen. To create hardcopy, ensure that the printer on LPT1 is turned on and
press the F10 key after the screen plot is completed. Depending on the printer, creation of the
plot may require some time. To return to the text menu without creating a hard copy, press any
other key. The G, H and U commands use the active material. The O command includes all
loaded materials.

General material plot [G] j
FUNCTION: Gives an overview of information in the table by generating a P versus T plot
over the range of density values. Figure 3 shows an example for LEAD3200.

COMMENTS: To create an effective log-log plot, SView omits negative or small values of the
pressure.



Hugoniot Rho-P plot [H]

FUNCTION: Log-log plot of density versus pressure along a Hugoniot curve for the active
material. Automatic scaling. Figure 4 shows an example.

COMMENTS: Depending on the R command, uses automatic selection or user specified
parameters for the initial state. The number of points may vary according to the initial state and
the nature of data in the table.

Hugoniot P-Up plot [U] j
FUNCTION: Plot of pressure versus particle velocity along a Hugoniot curve for the active
material - linear axes. Automatic scaling. Figure 5 shows an example.

COMMENTS: Depending on the R command, uses automatic selection or user specified
parameters for the initial state. The number of points may vary according to the initial state and
the nature of data in the table.

Combined or scaled
Hugoniot P-Up plot [O]

FUNCTION: This plot is used for calculating shock propagation between different materials.
The plot shots pressure versus particle velocity along a Hugoniot curve for all loaded materials.
The program picks values of Up(min) = 0.0 and P(min) = 0.0 and prompts for the scaling factors
Up(max) and P(max). Figure 6 shows an example.

10
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SVIEW - SESAME Library Graphics Utility
Acceleration Associates - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Load material file L
Clear materials C
Material information I
List T(Rho,P) T
List P(Rho,T) P
List Cs(Rho,T) V
List shock Hugoniot S
Set Hugoniot reference .. R

General material plot
Hugoniot Rho-P plot ..
Hugoniot P-Up plot ...
Combined or scaled

Hugoniot P-Up plot .

Change active material
Quit program

G
H
U

A
Q

Materials Loaded
1 LEAD3200
2 WATR7154
3 BEOX7610

Available material storage: 10438 numbers

1. Screen text menu - SVIEW program Version 1.0.
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2. Calculated values of pressure and density on a shock Hugoniot curve for
table LEAD3200. Circles: SVIEW calculation. Squares: Values reported in
Ref. 2 using the LANL HYDSES routines.
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3. SVIEW General Material Plot for Table LEAD3200.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes a compilation of practical tables of
electrical conductivity for several metals in the temperature
range from 300 °K to 108 °K. The motivation is to model
magnetically-driven imploding liners for the AGEX Program at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. The present effort provides a
critical input for CRUNCH, a one-dimensional finite-element
hydrodynamics code1. The finite-element mathematical techniques
of CRUNCH preserve numerical stability for collisions between
shells and for on-axis convergence. The program carries out a
self-consistent solution of magnetic diffusion in non-linear,
moving media. This process demands a knowledge of the
conductivity in elements as a function of the state variables at
high energy density.

Previous tests of CRUNCH were made for single component liners
driven by the current waveform of the Pegasus bank at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. In this regime, it was sufficient to apply
the experimental data of Tucker and Toth2 generated from
exploding wire experiments. The maximum material temperature in
the experiments was limited by vaporization and burst of the
wires. Initial calculations of the response of liners to the



Atlas bank showed that extensions of the
Twy tables to the plasma regime were necessary. The
was the scarcity of experimental data. Several

theoretical treatments are available for the high temperature
regime (>105 °K) where the material is highly ionized.
Unfortunately, the theories exhibit wide discrepancies for
material in the solid and liquid states, with error factors
ranging from 102 to 107.

This report describes a strategy to generate continuous
conductivity curves over the full temperature range. For the
anticipated histories of liner elements, it is sufficient to
represent the conductivity as a function of temperature and
neglect small density variations. The tables use standard values
from the CRC Handbook3 from 300 to 1000 °K and converted values
of the Tucker-Toth data from 1000 °K to about 20,000 °K. The
numerical theory of Rinker4 is applied above 100,000 °K. These
results are recorded in the LANL Sesame Tables . The intermediate
temperature range is connected by physically reasonable
interpolations. Conductivity tables have been generated for
aluminum, copper, gold, iron, lead, molybdenum, silver, titanium,
and tungsten.

2. DETERMINATION OF TABLE VALUES

Reference 2 summarizes data on the volume resistivity of
reral metals as a function of the volume-averaged action from
loding wire experiments. (Here, the quantity action is the
^-integral of the square of the current density.) The
riments cover the solid-liquid-vaporization temperature
tie that is poorly described by theory. The derivation of
e resistivity is based on the assumption that the cross-
on of the wire does not change significantly during the
ig process. The data are therefore useful up to the burst
where the wire explodes. Combining the volume-averaged
and the resistivity gives the change in internal energy of
erial from heating. With the assumption of constant
the contribution to internal energy from work performed
tic forces can be neglected. The analysis was applied in
~> generate tables of volume resistivity as a function of
energy. The authors confirmed that the inferred internal



energies for melting and vaporization were in good agreement with
available tabulated values. Note that the results hold for
materials at or near their solid densities - there is no
information on density scaling. This is not a major limitation -
the calculations of Sect. 3 show that the materials of liners
remain close to solid density during magnetic acceleration under
anticipated conditions.

The first step to construct conductivity tables was to convert
the results of Ref. 2 to a standard form of conductivity versus
temperature. Because the original numerical tables were not
available, it was necessary to digitize the graphs of Ref. 2. The
resulting files of resistivity versus the change in internal
energy are supplied on Distribution Disk 1 (accompanying this
report) in the directory TUCKTOTH. The files have names of the
form ALUM.TTH. In order to express the quantities as a function
of temperature, tables of internal energy versus temperature at
solid density were extracted from the PC Sesame EOS Tables6.
Files of these quantities are included on Distribution Disk 1 in
the directory INTENG with names of the form ALUM.ENG. Figure 1
plots values for copper taken from the Sesame COPP33 34 table. The
tables were combined by numerical interpolation to derive
conductivity versus temperature. Figure 2 shows the result for
aluminum. For greater accuracy, the low-temperature solid values
have been replaced with data from Ref. 3.

Conductivity values at high temperature were based on the
electron transport calculations of Rinker4 at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. The results have been collected in Sesame format
tables5. At very high temperatures (>105 °K) where materials are
fully ionized, the Rinker theory converges to the standard
Spitzer result. The goal of Rinker's work was to extend
predictions to the intermediate temperature regime where partial
ionization and coherent effects in compressed matter are
important. In common with the Sesame Equation-of-State tables,
the electron transport tables are supplied by LANL in a
relatively inaccessible format. All materials are combined in a
single binary library - special Fortran subroutines must be
applied to modify the library, to read individual tables and to
make interpolations. There are particular problems with the
transport tables - the coefficients are expressed in unusual
units, and they use log values on the density and temperature
axes in contrast to the standard Sesame format.



To make the data accessible, the conversion process described
in Ref. 6 was applied to create individual files for each
material in standard PC Sesame ASCII format. These tables can be
inspected and updated with any editor - the values are accessible
to spreadsheets and user programs in any computer language.
Conversions were made of electrical and thermal conductivities
for the following metals: aluminum, copper, gold, iron, lead,
molybdenum, nickel, platinum, silver, tin, titanium, tungsten and
uranium. The resulting electrical conductivity tables are
supplied on Distribution Disk 2 with file names of the form
PLAT3734.SEC ([S]esame [E]lectrical [Conductivity). Here, the
number following the abbreviated material name is the LANL
material number. Similarly, thermal conductivity files with names
of the form PLAT3734.STC ([S]esame [T]hermal [C]onductivity) are
supplied on Distribution Disk 3. Appendix 1 summarizes the
formats of the PC Sesame conductivity tables.

Figure 3 illustrates the contents of the electrical
conductivity tables for copper and aluminum. The results at high
temperature (>10 °K) are physically reasonable and in agreement
with other treatments. In this limit, there is little dependence
on density. The calculations imply a strong density dependence at
low and moderate temperatures, but the validity of these data is
doubtful. The tabulated conductivities for copper and aluminum at
solid density are more than 30 times lower than the actual value.
Even this level of agreement is probably fortuitous - the
conductivity values for lead and gold at solid density are in
error by 6 orders of magnitude.

A solution is to use the Tucker-Toth values in the range below
104 °K, assuming that the liner remains close to solid density
during acceleration. The calculations of Sect. 3 support his
assumption. Because the density variations and normalization of
the Sesame tables are suspect, the intermediate range of 10 to
105 °K remains problematic. I have chosen to assume the material
does not deviate greatly from solid density and to make an
interpolation over the range. Figure 4 shows plots of the Tucker-
Toth conductivity data and Sesame table curves for solid density
for the materials treated. It is encouraging that the curves pass
closely in the intermediate regime for most materials.
Considering possible wire expansion, the Tucker-Toth data gives
an upper limit on the minimum conductivity at vaporization before
ionization. Therefore, I have extended the curves for all
materials to this point. The sudden rise in effective



conductivity on the Tucker-Toth curves following the burst is
probably a spurious result of the sudden wire expansion;
therefore, I have ignored these portions of the curves. Because
the conductivity at temperature does not exhibit resonant
behavior, the Tucker-Toth values should merge to the Rinker
values. The interpolation procedure was to connect the minimum
value of the Tucker-Toth data smoothly to the Rinker solid
density curve at 105 °K. From an inspection of the curves of Fig.
4, I estimate that the subjective procedure is in error by no
more than a factor of 2. The curves give high confidence in the
procedure for materials like aluminum or gold. On the other hand,
a broad interpolation is necessary for titanium.

Combining the above procedure with handbook values gives the
set of conductivity tables that are included in the TABLE
directory on Distribution Disk 1. Following the CRUNCH standard,
these tables have file names of the form ALUM.CND. They list
conductivity in mhos/m as a function of temperature in °K over
the range 300.0 to 108 °K. The values hold for metals near solid
density at low to moderate temperatures and for any density at
high temperature. In accordance with CRUNCH interpolation
capabilities, the tables have free numerical format with space
delimiters, comment lines and non-uniform intervals in
temperature. Appendix 2 shows extracts from the table for
tungsten.

Figure 5 shows plots of the interpolated conductivity for the
materials treated. Comparisons to alternate models and
experimental results gives confidence that the values in the
intermediate regime are reasonable. For example, Figure 6 shows a
plot of the conductivity of aluminum compared to the solid
density curve of Lee and More8 in the intermediate and high
temperature ranges. The values agree to within a factor of 2.
Figure la. shows data in the intermediate temperature regime for
copper compiled from several sources by N. Gondorenko of Berkeley
Research Associates. (Note that the dashed curve c is based on
Russian experimental data.) Above 10 eV, the theoretical and
experimental results are within a factor of 2 of the average, but
at lower temperatures there is a considerable divergence. All
theories predict resistivities at solid density that are too
high. For comparison, the table for copper described in this
report is plotted in the same units in Fig. 7Jb. In the
temperature range from 3 to 100 eV, the new table lies close to
the experimental curve.



3. HIGH-CURRENT IMPLODING LINE CALCULATIONS

I set up CRUNCH simulations using the new table for aluminum
to demonstrate the stability of the calculations and to
investigate the range of densities in a collapsing liner under
extreme conditions. The geometry replicates the example described
by J. Parker in Ref. 9. A solid aluminum cylinder with 2.84 cm
inner radius and 3.00 inner radius is driven by a current
waveform representing the Pegasus bank at Los Alamos. Figure 8
shows the tabular values used in CRUNCH to represent the time-
variation of current. The calculation takes about 3 minutes on a
Pentium computer. Figure 9 shows one of the results, a plot of
the positions of the inner and outer liner surfaces as a function
of time after initiation of the current. The curves are in
excellent agreement with those derived by Parker from a global
model and also agree with previous CRUNCH simulations using
coarse tables of the Tucker-Toth resistivities as a function of
action. The results show that the gross motion of the liner,
determined by global force balance, is relatively independent of
the resistivity model used. On the other hand, the model strongly
influences the spatial distribution of temperature and current
density within the liner. Figure 10 shows CRUNCH output graphs
for the spatially-resolved electrical conductivity, current
density, and temperature at 6.25 ps, just after the peak of
driving current. The plots cover a 1.8 mm radial slice from 2.489
cm to 2.669 cm. The stability of the calculation for the complex
non-linear moving medium results from the combination of the
finite element approach in CRUNCH with the smooth conductivity
tables.

The major new test was to carry out CRUNCH simulations with
the anticipated parameters of the Atlas bank. Figure 8 shows the
projected current waveform, reaching a peak of 32 MA at 3 fis. The
same liner geometry was used, but with reduced element width on
the inside to resolve the on-axis collapse. Appendix 3 shows the
input command file for this run. With the higher driving current,
the convergence occurred at 4.3 ps compared with 14 (is for the
Pegasus bank. Figure 11 shows the density history of elements at
different positions in the liner. The element marked with filled
triangles was on the outside surface and the element marked with
open squares was on the inside. During the 4.0 /zs of magnetic
acceleration, there was little deviation from solid density. The



maximum change occurred in the outer element which dropped to 70
per cent of solid density at 3.0 fis. Figure 12 shows the
temperature history of elements on the outside, middle and inside
of the liner. The outer surface was resistively heated to over
20,000 °K by the time the liner reached the axis. Heating of the
middle element was delayed by magnetic diffusion, and there was
no preheat of the inner surface. At convergence, the temperature
of the inner surface rapidly jumped to 86,000 °K (7.4 eV). Figure
13 shows spatial profiles of the electrical conductivity and
current density during liner acceleration. Note that the changes
in conductivity caused by heating strongly affected magnetic
diffusion even at early times, leading to strong variations of
current density over the liner volume. Finally, Figure 14 shows
the variation of pressure on the inner elements as a function of
time. The peak pressure approached 10,000 GPa.

In conclusion, the new hybrid conductivity tables extend the
range of CRUNCH calculations and give stable magnetic diffusion
even under extreme conditions. For liner simulations, it is
sufficient to take the conductivity as a function of temperature.
The resulting tables are consistent with available experimental
data. Nonetheless, table modification is a simple procedure that
can be carried out as experimental data becomes available.
Furthermore, the structured organization of CRUNCH makes it
easy to modify the conductivity model or to include alternate
models. Options include two-dimensional interpolations on p-T
tables or analytic density corrections to the temperature tables.
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Appendix 1
Format of the PC Sesame

Electrical and Thermal Conductivity Tables

Lines 1-10. Information header
Line 1: Header title
Line 2: LANL material number
Line 3: Origination date
Line 4: Date of last revision
Line 5: Z, atomic number of material
Line 6: A, atomic mass of material
Line 7: RhoO, material density at STP in gm/cm3

Line 8: CondO, material conductivity at STP, mhos/m for
electrical tables and Watt/(m2-°K) for thermal
conductivity.

Line 9: NRho, number of entries along density axis
Line 10: NTemp, number of entries along temperature axis

Lines 11 through 11 + NRho. Density values
Line 11. Density table title
Line 11 through 11+NRho. Density entries

Column 1-5. Entry number
Column 6-18. Density value in gm/cm3

Lines 12+NRho through 12+NRho+NTemp. Temperature values
Line 12+NRho. Temperature table title
Line 12+NRho through 12+NRho+NTemp. Temperature entries

Column 1-5. Entry number
Column 6-18. Temperature value in °K

Lines 12+NRho+NTemp through end of table. Conductivity values
Line 13+NRho+NTemp. Conductivity table title
Remaining lines.

Column 1-13. Normalized conductivity - multiply the value by
CondO

Storage order for conductivity values
DO 1=1,NRho
DO J=l,NTemp
READ (4,5000) Cond(I,J)

END DO
END DO

5000 FORMAT (E13.4)



(Appendix 1. Continued)

Example

*** Header
Material number: 3714
Origination date: R
Revision date: 80487
Z: 1.30E+0001
A: 2.:
RhoO:
CondO:
NRho:
NTemp:

70E+0001
2.67E+0000
4.14E+0007
90
60

*** Table 1. Rho(I) (gm/cm3)
1
2
3

89
90

1.00E-0003
1.26E-0003
1.59E-0003

• • •
7.92E+00051.00E+0006

*** Table 2. Temp(J) (degrees K)
1
2
3

1.16E+0002
1.47E+0002
1.85E+0002

59 9.18E+0007
60 1.16E+0008

** Table 3. Electrical conductivity (normalized)
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
1.4000E-41
1.3900E-33

J



Appendix 2
Format of the standard

Electrical Conductivity Tables

* CRUNCH Conductivity Tables
* Acceleration Associates, Albuquerque, New Mexico
* Telephone: 505-296-6689
* FAX: 505-294-0222
*
* Material: Tungsten
*
* Temp Conductivity
* (degK) (mhos/m)

* CRC Handbook
0.000E+02 1.838E+07
3.000E+02 1.838E+07

• « #
* Tucker-Toth
1.500E+03 2.712E+06
2.000E+03 2.087E+06
2.500E+03 1.641E+06

• • •
* Interpolation
2.173E+04 3.834E+05
2.357E+04 3.671E+05
2.556E+04 3.668E+05

• • •
* Rinker
1.03E+0005 5.408E+05
1.30E+0005 6.032E+05

• • •
END



Appendix 3
CRUNCH Input Command File
for the Atlas simulation

Heavy Liner - conductivity test with Atlas drive
*
* File: RTEST02.CIN
*
* Acceleration Associates
* Telephone: 505-296-6689
* FAX: 505-294-0222

* Liner dimensions taken from
* J. Parker, "A Primer on Liner Implosions"

(Los Alamos National Laboratory, October 1993,
unpublished), 28*

*
*
*

*
*
*

Lay No Mat No RI
(m)

RO
(m)

NElem VINIT
(m/s)

1
2

1
1

0.0284
0.0285

0.0285
0.0300

12
48

0.0
0.0

LOAD SESAME 1 ALUM3 715
LOAD CONDUCTIVITY 1 ALUM
LAYER 1 1 0.0284 0.0285
LAYER 2 1 0.0285 0.0300
MAGFIELD 0.0284 0.0300
SETMODE LINER
LOAD CURRENT ATLAS_S
NDIAG 250
GEOMETRY CYLIN
CONDUCTIVITY TEMPERATURE
TMAX 4.4E-6
VISCOSITY 1 10.0
VISCOSITY 2 10.0
DT 0.001E-6
STEPCHANGE 4.0E-6 0.0005E-6
STEPCHANGE 4.2E-6 0.000125E-6
INTERPORDER 2

END

12
48
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Figure 1. Internal energy versus temperature - copper at solid density
from the LANL Sesame Tables
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Figure 2. Resistivity of aluminum as a function of temperature
derived from the Tucker Toth data
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Figure 3b. Conductivity of copper - numerical theory of Rinker from
the LANL Sesame Tables



Figure 4. Comparitive plots of the Tucker-Toth and Rinker
conductivity curves for a variety of metals
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Figure 5. Interpolated conductivity curves for a variety of metals
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Lead - Interpolated conductivity
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Tungsten - Interpolated conductivity
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Figure 8. Tabulated current waveforms for the Pegasus and Atlas
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Figure 10. Spatially resolved conductivity, current density and
temperature for a thick liner driven by the Pegasus bank
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liner driven by the Atlas bank
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Figure 12. Time variation of temperature for selected elements in a
thick liner driven by the Atlas bank
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Options for High-Voltage Output
from the Atlas Capacitor Bank

Stanley Humphries

Acceleration Associates
13595 Sunset Canyon NE

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111
505-296-6689

April 3,1996

I continued the studies of transformers for voltage multiplication of Atlas modules, adding
damping to limit voltage reversal to less than 15%. I am not as optimistic as when we talked on
the telephone. There were parameter errors in my initial Spice runs. The resonant transformer
idea depends on free exchange of energy between capacitive and inductive energy storage.
Adding a 65 mQ series resistor changes the module to a damped circuit and effectively kills the
transformer operation. I tried several combinations of damping parameters and found that a small
reduction of voltage reversal demands a large sacrifice in efficiency. For example, while an
energy transfer efficiency of 100% has a voltage reversal of 56%, a drop in efficiency to 50 %
reduces the reversal to 40%. With reversal limited to 15%, we can expect only 10-15% energy
transfer.

Next, I checked the possibility of energy transfer on the first cycle, with the toroidal capacitor
acting as an inductive shunt to a simple peaking capacitor circuit. In this case, there was too
much energy loss to the shunt for inductance values that could be achieved in an air-core cavity.
Finally, I investigated circuit operation with ferromagnetic cores. Energy transfer and efficiency
were acceptable. The resulting cores were imposing but were within the technological bounds of
laminated silicon steel cores built for the NBS induction accelerator and my betatron experiments
atUNM.

Although the resonant transformer with low damping is not consistent with the conservative
philosophy of the Atlas bank, I will document the results. The idea may have other applications
to compact high voltage systems with less stored energy. I considered a subsystem that converts



and the output from four Atlas modules. The module parameters of J. Shlachter are listed in
Table 1. For resonant transformer operation, the series resistor is reduced to a small value.

Table 1.
Atlas Module Parameters

Parameter

Voltage

Capacitance

Inductance

Series resistance

Shunt resistance

Number of output cables

Cable impedance

Cable length

Cable inductance

Maximum voltage reversal

Value

240 kV

33.5 uF

60 nH

65 mQ

1.3 Q

48

50 Q

5m

52 nH

15%

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the 4-stage toroidal transformer. The 48 cables from a module
drive the single turn primary of a stage. The second consists of a low-impedance coaxial line that
links the four stages and connects to the intermediate water-capacitor storage. The structure is
insulated with transformer oil (appropriately). Because of the high capacitance and low
inductance of the Atlas module, the inductance of a toroidal cavity is sufficient for good energy
transfer without ferromagnetic cores.

With small resistance in the circuit, it is possible to transfer 100% of the bank energy to the
water capacitor using the resonant transformer principle. Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit
for one stage of the transformer. The capacitor C, is the Atlas module capacitance (33.5 uF), L] is
bank and cable inductance (112 nH), L2 is the shunt inductance of the toroidal cavity, L3 is the
inductance of the section of the coaxial line, and C2 equals four times the storage capacitor value.
Figure 3 plots the voltage on the bank and storage capacitor as a function of time for the choice
C2 = C], L3 = L,, and L2 = 1.5L,. With this choice of parameters, the reactive energy stored in the
shunt inductance is ultimately transferred to the storage capacitor. Complete energy transfer
occurs at 12.2 us (arrow). The cavity parameters for these parameters are acceptable. Suppose
that the cavity height is 1 m and the total length of the stage is 1.2 m. To achieve an inductance
of 168 nH, the outer cavity radius must be 2.32 times the feed radius. The ratio of radii in the



coaxial line for an inductance of 112 nH is 1.6. For an outer line radius of 0.5 m, the inner radius
is 0.31 m, giving a gap of 19 cm. Even in the final stage, the field stress in the oil-insulated
coaxial line is well below 100 kV/cm. The outer radius of the transformer is only 1.16 m.

With strong damping, the only practical option I found was to increase the shunt inductance by
adding ferromagnetic cores in the toroidal cavity and to decrease the load capacitance
to make up for voltage loss to the resistors. I assumed a conservative value of 40 uH for the
cavity inductance and made several runs checking output voltage and energy transfer as a
function of load capacitance. The circuit of Fig. 2 contains a limiting resistor in series with L,.
For these runs, the bank and cable inductance were 112 nH and the inductance of a coaxial
section was 80 nH. Table 2 shows transfer properties as a function of C2 with series resistances of
65 and 30 mQ. As a baseline, I used the run with 30 mQ series resistance and C2 = 20 uF. The
maximum energy transfer occurred at 4.8 us. At this time, the voltage on the Atlas module had
dropped to 78.1 kV. We assume a core size such that saturation occurs at maximum energy
transfer, dumping the remaining bank energy through the series resistor. The volt-second integral
on the primary from 0 to 4.8 us is 0.740 V-s. Assuming an average flux swing in the laminated
cores of 2 tesla, the core cross-section area is 0.37 m2. If the cross section is square, this gives a
dimension of 0.61 m on a side. If the inner core diameter is 0.6 cm, the core volume is 2 m3.
Assuming an average density (with laminations) of 5000 kG/m3, the core mass is 10000 kG, or
about 11 tons. The four cores in a voltage step-up unit would weigh about 44 tons. My feeling is
that such a transformer would be a major engineering effort and that it may be cheaper to
reconfigure the Atlas bank.



Table 2.
Capacitive energy transfer through an inductive cavity

Series resistance: 65 mQ

Load capacitance

(MF)

33.5

30.0

25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

Transfer time
(s)

5.9

5.6

5.3

5.0

4.4

3.8

Peak voltage
(kV)

149.1

164.4

181.4

202.6

230.1

267,7

Transfer efficiency

38.6

42.0

42.6

42.5

41.2

37.1

Series resistance: 30 mQ

Load capacitance

0*F)
33.5

30.0

25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

Transfer time
(s)

5.6

5.4

5.2

4.8

4.4

3.8

Peak voltage
(kV)

186.1

197.4

216.3

239.6

269.3

307.9

Transfer efficiency

60.1

60.6

60.6

59.5

56.4

59.1
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Figure 1. Geometry of the oil-insulated transformer showing two
of four stages, approximately to scale. Outer diameter of the
coupling inductors - 2.5 m.
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1. Introduction

This report summarizes the physical bases of material strength models in the one-dimensional
hydrodynamics code Crunch (Version 1.6). The motivation for the work was to achieve a better
understanding of material properties during the acceleration of metal liners considered for the
Agex Program1. Strength models are on the compendium of D. Steinberg of Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory2. This work catalogs strength parameters, analytic equation-of-state data
and temperature-dependent melt formulas for a wide variety of solid materials. Section 2 reviews
the theory of and terminology for elastic materials. Section 3 concentrates on application of the
theory to the Crunch equations of element motion in rectangular and cylindrical geometries.
Some care must be exercised in differentiating forces that arise from the ordered structure of a
solid material from those that occur in the compression of both solids and dense fluids. The latter
are already represented by pressure forces calculated from the Sesame equation-of-state tables3.
Section 4 describes Crunch commands and conventions to invoke material analyses and strength
contributions to element acceleration. Finally, Section 5 summarizes results from runs to test the
new capabilities.



2. Theory of Elastic Materials

The normal strain in a medium along the x-axis is denoted e^. The strain is a dimensionless
quantity that equals the change in the length of an element divided by its original length. Figure 1
shows a planar element with a length L along x. If the length changes to L', then the normal
strain is

Stress is the force per unit area that must be applied to a solid body to produce a strain. The
normal stress in the x-direction, denoted a^, has dimensions of force per area. To be consistent
with Crunch units, we shall use pascals (newtons/m2). The elongation of the unconstrained
element in Fig. 1 corresponds to a positive normal stress. The figure illustrates the sign
convention. The normal strain and stress are related by Hooke's law,

where E is Young's modulus (in units of pascals). Table 1 lists values for the quantity (adapted
from Refs. 2 and 4)for several metals.

In a three-dimensional system, normal stresses may occur along the three coordinate
directions, 0^,0^,0^. These stresses change the length of the element but not the shape. There is
also the possibility of shear stresses that give angular distortions of the element (shear strains).
The limitation to one-dimensional motion eliminates shear stresses. In a planar simulation
(rectangular geometry), we include only strains along x with no variations in y and z. Although
they may change their widths, the elements retain the shape of parallelepipeds. Similarly, in
cylindrical coordinates, the elements remain as cylindrical shells.
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Figure 1. Distortion of a rectangular element by a normal
stress in the x-direction.



Table 1. Young's Modulus for Metals
(Ambient conditions)

Material

Steel

Aluminum alloys

Magnesium alloys

Copper (hot rolled)

E (Ref. 2)
(GPa)

203

66.8

41.3

119

E (Ref. 4)
(GPa)

207

68.9

44.8

103

To begin, consider strains in the element of Fig. 1 resulting from a normal stress in x. The
strain in x is given by Eq. 1. In response to the stretching, the material contracts in y and z. If the
material is homogenous and isotropic, the resulting strains can be written as

eyy =
va

vo
(3)

€ = —-

The dimensionless quantity v is Poisson's ratio. I found tabulated values of v for only a small set
of materials. These values were close to the theoretical value of 0.25. Because the exact value of
Poisson's ratio has a small effect on the calculation of stress, I used a default value of v = 0.25 in
Crunch. If the material is isotropic, we can generalize the relationships of Eq. 3 to represent
normal strains in three dimensions4"6,

e = — ( a -va -vo ) ,
xx j-. *• xx yy zz '

e = — ( -vo +a -vo ) ,
yy g v J« yy « ' '

(4)

6 = — ( - V O - V O +O ) .
zz JJ. v xx yy zz J



Equations 4 can be inverted to give the stresses in terms of the strains,

( l-v)e +ve +ve
^ ' XX VV Txx yy zz

(1 +V)(] -2v)
a = E

o - £ " ( ) ^ " , (5)
w (1 )(l -2v)

- E

The correct stress-strain equation for one-dimensional motion in JC depends on the boundary
conditions in the y and z directions. For example, if we modeled a long bar with forces along x
and free expansion in y and z, then oy = oz = 0. This is called the plane stress condition. Here, the
strains ex and ey are non-zero but a knowledge of their values is not necessary for the solution.
Substituting in Eq. 4, the stress is related to the strain in an unconstrained system by

°» = Ee~- (6)

A second possibility is that the system is transversely clamped. The plane strain condition
applies to a medium either inside a rigid container or with infinite dimensions in y and z. In the
limit that ex = 0 and ey = 0, substitution into Eqs. 4 and 5 gives

(7)
(1 +v)(l -2v)

For v = 0.25, the bracketed quantity in Eq. 7 equals 1.2, close to unity. Therefore, it is not a
critical problem if the exact transverse boundary conditions are uncertain.

The process is more involved for cylindrical systems. Figure 2 illustrates the geometry. An
element moves only in the r-direction, but may have stresses and strains in 0 because of radial
compression or expansion. Again, we can identify two limiting cases where the system is
unconstrained in z (plane stress) or clamped (plane strain). Following Ref. 4, the stress-strain
relationships for the two cases are
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Figure 2. Stress on an element in a cylindrical system with
applied forces in the r-direction only, showing origin of the
hoop stress.



e = — ( o -voflfi) ,
rr p v rr VUJ '

or

(8)
eee = - ( -

is

= - [ ( l - V 2 ) O r , ~

(9)
eee = 0-v2)o- e e]

We shall use results for the constrained case. Solving the relationships in Eq. 9 gives the stresses
as

o = E

= E

(l-v)€rr+veee
(1 +v)(l -2v)

ve r r +(l-v)e6 e

(10)

Radial motion of an element results in an azimuthal strain. Noting that the strain equals the
change in length along 0 divided by the original length and assuming continuity of the medium,
we find that

-ee (11)

In Eq. 11, the quantity re(n) is the center-of-mass radius of the element, a standard variable in
Crunch. The quantity reo(n) is the initial value, possibly with a small adjustment to cancel radial
forces at the initial pressure. The radial strain is given by an expression similar to the planar case



(12)

where Le(n) is an adjusted element width in the radial direction.

Inspection of Fig. 2 shows that azimuthal stress exerts a component of radial force, the hoop
stress. For a given value of oee, the radial force per unit area at the center-of-mass of element n
from material expansion or compression is

gee(") [ rjn)-rmjn-l) ]
rt(n)

where rm(n) and rm(n-l) are the boundary radii of Element n and re(n) is its center-of-mass radius.

3. Elastic Forces in the Crunch Equations of Motion

It is straightforward to apply the above considerations to a planar geometry in Crunch. Figure
3 shows the computational mesh with element labels at the top and boundary labels at the
bottom. The element coordinates, xe(n), correspond to the center-of-mass. In rectangular
geometry, xe(n) equals the average of the boundary positions. Following Ref. 5, we assume that
the strain is an element property. If the element has an initial width of Le(n) then the strain is
given in terms of the boundary coordinates as

For most problems, the elements are initially at standard temperature and pressure. Rather than
set Le(n) equal to the initial element width, a better choice is to choose values slightly smaller so
that the elements are in force equilibrium. The correct values of Le(n) are derived by setting the
stress equal to the initial pressure.
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Figure 3. Mesh conventions of Crunch, planar problems.
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At atmospheric pressure (p0 = 105 Pa) the correction is small because solids are almost
incompressible. For aluminum, the second term in the denominator is only 1.05 x 10"6.

Crunch advances the position and velocity of element boundaries, x^n) and v ^ n ) . With only
pressure forces, the time rate of change of v ^ n ) equals

m - " • (16)
[M(n)+M(n + \)]/2 '

The quantities in Eq. 16 are elemental properties: p(n) is the pressure of element n and M(n) is
the mass per unit area in x and y. The element stresses computed from the strain values (Eqs. 6
or 7) are treated in a manner similar to the pressure. Modifying Eq. 16, the rate of change of
vvm(n) is

p{n) -pjrt +1) -ajn) +Ojn +1)

[M(n)+M(n l)}/2

Equation 17 is correct for positive values of stress (expansion) because the equation of state
(representing a fluid) contributes no force. In other words, the pressure in the equation-of-state
tables should always have a positive value7. On the other hand, the equation-of-state tables give
pressure forces for material in compression (negative stress). I confirmed that for an isothermal
compression, these forces are close to those predicted using the strain and the ambient value of
Young's modulus (assuming that factors dependent on Poisson's ratio are close to unity). The
implication is that there is a redundancy in the forces and we should not include material strength
terms for negative stress. The modified form of Eq. 17 (in Fortran) is

p(n) ~p{n +1) -AMAXl(Oxx(n),0.0) +AMAXl(Oxx(n +1 ),0.0)
. (18)

[M(n)+M(n+\)]/2

Finally, we need to review the meaning of the yield stress. The quantity is not relevant for
material compression. Solid materials can be strongly compressed without loss of molecular
integrity, at least up the melting point. Furthermore, the resulting repulsive forces are about the



same whether the material is an ordered solid or a fluid. The yield stress gives the maximum
value for positive (expansion) stress. Once the material has been stretched beyond the yield
value, the elastic forces rapidly decrease and the material will not return to its original state with
relaxation.

Following these considerations, the following convention is used in Crunch. Each element has
a logical marker StengthFlag(n) that is generally F(alse) but set to T(rue) for elements with
defined strength parameters. If the StrengthFlag is F, there is no material contribution to forces
on the element and the program does not tabulate material properties in the listing file. For
negative values of stress (compression), there is no stress contribution to forces (Eq. 18) or
change in the status of StrengthFlag. The exception is that StrengthFlag is set F if the element
temperature exceeds the local melting point. Material forces are included for positive stress
(expansion) unless the local value exceeds the yield value or the material melts. In this case, the
element stress is set equal to zero and StrengthFlag is set F.

Cylindrical problems take a little more thought. Consider radial expansion of a cylindrical
element. The azimuthal strain and stress are positive, resulting in an inward radial hoop force.
Conservation of volume gives a radial compression (negative stress); therefore, the direct radial
force is given by the equation-of-state. The radial average of this force over the elements of a
cylindrical shell is approximately zero, while the hoop stress gives a cumulative inward force. An
element breaks when the azimuthal stress exceeds the yield value. Next, suppose that the
cylindrical shell is pushed inward. There is compression in the azimuthal direction and expansion
in the radial direction. In a fluid there is no force associated with the azimuthal compression
because the molecules of an element can rearrange themselves to assume any shape. In other
words, a cylindrical fluid shell with a small inward velocity can compress to a cylinder on axis
with no applied forces. In contrast, ordered molecular forces in a solid shell resist radial
expansion of the elements, leading to a net outward force associated with the azimuthal strain.
This force acts until the element breaks because of the positive strain in the radial direction.
These considerations lead to the following conventions in Crunch. For elements with
StrengthFlag equal T, only positive radial stresses are included in the equation of motion. On the
other hand, the hoop force is included for both positive and negative values of the azimuthal
stress. StrengthFlag is set F if either positive values of the radial or azimuthal stress in an
element exceed the yield value.

In the absense of material forces, the change in radial velocity of elements in Crunch is given
by

At
2%

re(,n)+rJji+\)

[M(n)+M(n+ l)]/2

The modified expression including material strength is

(19)
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(20)
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In Eq. 20, the terms <?„ are not included if au < 0.0.

Again, in cylindrical problems the starting conditions should put the material in equilibrium at
atmospheric pressure. The adjusted widths to set an initial value of radial stress that balances the
initial pressure are

r («) - r (n-1)
moK ' moK '

po{\ +v)(l -2v) (21)

Applying Eq. 21 gives a small initial azimuthal stress. The result is that a cylindrical shell
maintains its thickness but exhibits a global radial oscillation of small amplitude.

4. Crunch Implementation of Material Strength

Crunch applies the Steinberg models2 for material strength. Young's modulus is given as a
function of density, pressure and temperature by

E(p,P,T) - Eo 1 + A - B (r-300)
.1/3

(22)

In Eq. 22, Eo is the value of Young's modulus at ambient conditions in pascals, P is the pressure
in pascals, T is the temperature in °K, and X] is the compression,



The quantities A and B are coefficients of a Taylor expansion in P and T. The yield stress is
proportional to Young's modulus multiplied by a function of the element strain to represent work
hardening,

Y = Yo m f , (24)

where

Ymax . (25)

At each time step for each element with StrengthFlag equal T, Crunch calculates values for
Young's modulus and the yield stress using the local density, temperature and pressure. The
value of strain passed to the function in Eq. 25 is AMAX 1(6^,0.0) for rectangular problems and
AMAX 1(6^,666,0.0) for cylindrical problems. The stresses are calculated from the strains and the
current value of E. The problem adds material forces if necessary and determines whether to set
StrengthFlag equal F by comparing positive stresses to the yield value and the temperature to the
local melt value. Following Ref. 2, the melt temperature is given as a function of compression by

= Tmo exp 2a ( 1 - - )
2(y -a-0.333)

n
where Tmo is the melt temperature under ambient conditions and y0 and a are tabulated constants.

Version 1.6 of Crunch has the following commands to invoke strength calculations for a layer.

STRENGTH 1 ALUM6061

or

STRENGTH 1 ALUM6061 EQUI

10



The first parameter is an integer that gives the layer number. All elements in the layer have
StrengthFlag = T and are assigned the same Steinberg coefficients. The third parameter, a string,
is the material name. If the material name is valid, Crunch automatically sets the appropriate
values of Eo, p0, A, B, Yo, p, n, Ymax, a and y0 in SI units. The following materials are supported
in Version 1.6.

ALUM1100
ALUM2024
ALUM6061
ALUM7075
BERYLLIUM
COPPER
GOLD
MAGNESIUM
MOLYBDENUM
STAINLESS
SSTEEL_304
STEEL
STEEL_250
TITANIUM
TUNGSTEN
URANIUM

(Stainless steel Type 21-6-9)
(Stainless steel Type 304)
(Steel Type 4340 RC 38)
(Steel, Vascomax 250)

In the first form of the STRENGTH command, the stresses in all elements are initially set to
zero. In the second form, the element widths are adjusted to give stresses than balance initial
pressure forces according to Eqs. 15 or 21. For elements with StrengthFlag = T, Crunch includes
additional terms in the equations of motion and adds tables of material properties to the listing
file with each data dump. Elements are dropped from the list when they break. One additional
command, added for benchmark tests, may be useful for other applications.

PRESSURE IN

When an applied pressure function is loaded, by default Crunch applies the time-dependent
pressure at the rightmost element of a rectangular problem or the outside element of a cylindrical
problem.The new command gives the option to apply the pressure on the left-hand side of a
rectangular problem or at the inner radius of a cylindrical assembly

11



5. Benchmark Tests

I made several tests to confirm the validity of material force contributions in Crunch. Three
tests are of particular interest. The first models acoustical oscillations of a solid block, showing
that the equation-of-state compression forces are approximately equal to the elastic expansion
forces using tabulated values of Young's modulus. In this planar example, a 5 cm block of
aluminum had the initial conditions p = 2.7 gm/cm3 and T = 325 °K.The EQI option was not
included in the STRENGTH command, so that the initial pressure of 0.119 GPa was unbalanced
by material forces. Therefore, the material expanded and contracted at its resonant frequency.
The velocity of a one-dimensional elastic wave in a material4 that is clamped in the other two
directions is

E (1 -v)

(1+v) (1-2V) p
(27)

Inserting values for aluminum near room temperature gives CL = 5.534 km/s. The period of an
elastic oscillation for a solid of width w is T = 2w/CL. For this example, the predicted period is
18 us. Figure 4a shows a plot of the position of the left hand boundary for an undamped block.
The period of the oscillations is 15.0 us, close to the prediction. Clamping the left hand side of
the block effectively doubles the width, so the period should double. Figure 4b shows the
resulting oscillation of the right hand boundary with a 30 us period.

The second run modeled a thin cylindrical vessel in equilibrium with a slowly internal rising
internal pressure. The aluminum 6061 vessel had an inner radius r; = 5 cm and a thickness 6 =
0.5 cm. In the limit that 6 « ri; Ref. 6 shows that the azimuthal stress is related to the applied
pressure by

~ ^ • (28)

The internal pressure rose linearly to 0.1 GPa in 1 ms. Figure 5a shows the outer radius of the
vessel as a function of time. The vessel expanded slightly until it burst at 0.275 ms with an
applied pressure of 0.0275 GPa. The azimuthal stress predicted from Eq. 28 is 0.275 GPa, just
below the yield stress of 0.291 GPa. Figure 56 shows the spatially resolved azimuthal stress at
0.250 ms, just before burst. The average value is close to the prediction of 0.250 GPa from Eq.
28.

12
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The final example is a full Atlas liner simulation. The aluminum shell has an initial inner
radius of 2.2 cm and 1.9 mm thickness. The self-consistent circuit model gave a current that rose
to 25.6 MA in 2.5 jis, dropping to 19.7 MA at the end of the simulation at 4.0 us. Figure 6a
shows the inner and outer radii of the shell as a function of time during acceleration to the target
radius of 0.5 cm. It is clear from the increase in radial thickness that the shell was under
considerable strain. Figure 6b shows the time variation of the speed of the inner surface, reaching
15.7 km/s. The materials analysis used data for ALUM6061. Table 2 shows a summary of the
results. The table lists the states of elements on the inner and outer liner surfaces that still have
material strength. In the first microsecond, elements on the outside of the shell lost strength
because of radial stretching. The increase in pressure from joule heating exceeded the confining
magnetic force. Therefafter, the transformation resulted from melting in inner elements that were
under compression. Because of the liner acceleration the inner surface element was in
compression for the first microsecond. The propagation of shock waves through the liner raised
the internal pressure, reaching 8.4 GPa in the middle of the liner at 1.25 us. The unconfined inner
surface was in expansion at this time and shortly after exceeded the yield stress. Because of the
rising internal pressure and decreasing magnetic acceleration, subsequent inner elements reached
positive stress and passed the yield value over the next 1.25 us. After 2.5 us, all elements of the
shell had either melting or been stretched past yield. The net effect of material strength was to
reduce liner acceleration slightly. At the end of the simulation (4.0 us), addition of material
forces reduced the liner inner surface velocity by 2.2 per cent.

13
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Table 2
Material properties: Atlas liner example

Time
(MS)

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

2.25

2.50

Inner

Elem
No

1

1

1

1

1

4

7

10

16

23

T
°K

298

298

298

299

301

306

316

332

344

390

Tmelt

°K

1216

1217

1221

1225

1241

1281

1351

1447

1581

1786

Y

0.290

0.291

0.292

0.302

0.318

0.342

0.379

0.432

0.510

0.622

-0.012

-0.041

-0.063

0.061

0.203

0.126

0.140

0.057

0.380

0.401

Outer

Elem

50

48

47

45

43

40

38

36

33

28

T
°K

408

511

892

1083

1232

1219

1319

1412

1294

791

°K

1203

1233

1216

1248

1268

1403

1449

1504

1576

1773

Y

0.288

0.280

0.252

0.243

0.253

0.291

0.304

0.345

0.414

0.576

-0.241

-0.350

0.103

-0.288

-0.251

-2.189

-1.858

-1.297

0.087

0.497
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Reference 1 (by DJ. Steinberg of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) is a compilation
of parameters for an analytic equation-of-state (EOS) for a variety of solid materials. The
Gruneisen equation gives pressure directly in terms of internal energy. An analytic EOS would
considerably speed Smash runs compared to the present method of dual interpolations on
Sesame tables2. Accordingly, I have written a software unit that will allow easy incorporation in
Crunch and Smash. To compare predictions with those of the Sesame table, I also wrote a
utility program that generates numerical tables of equation-of-state data from the Sesame Tables
and the Livermore parameters.

The equation-of-state in Gruneisen form for compressed materials is

lOODC'ii 1 + (l-Y/2)n - -

(1)

The dimensionless quantity u is given in terms of the density by

»» = f - 1 • (2)
"o

In Eq. 2, the quantity p0 is the normal density of solid material in gm/cm3. Therefore, Eq. 1 holds
for u£ 0. Equation 1 gives the pressure in GPa for e (internal energy) in units of MJ/kg. The
equation gives the pressure P in GPa for e (the internal energy) expressed in MJ/kg. The
quantities Co, S,, S2, S3, y0 and b are listed in Ref. 1. For expanded material (u<0), the equation-

is



P = 100 pC.V + yoe . (3)

I created a software unit to implement Eqs. 1 and 3 that can easily be incorporated in
hydrodynamics codes. The unit has the following routines.

SUBROUTINE Gruntnit
Sets up material tables with LLNL parameters. Must be called before any other routines.

SUBROUTINE SetGMat('ALUM6061')
Sets the current material given a material name from Table 1.

SUBROUTINE SetGUnits(RhoConv,EpsiConv,PConv)
The standard dimensions are Sesame units, gm/cm3 for density, MJ/kg for internal energy
and GPa for pressure. This routine changes the units. The quantity RhoConv is
(NewUnit)/(gm/cm3). For example, set RhoConv = 1000.0 for kg/m3. Similarly,
EpsiConv = (NewUnit)/(MJ/kg) and PConv = (NewUnit)/GPa.

REAL FUNCTION GPress(Rho,U)
Returns the pressure of the current material in the current set of units for values of the
density and internal energy.

LOGICAL FUNCTION GOutLimit
Returns TRUE if the safety limits listed on density and pressure in Ref. 1 were exceeded
in the last application of GPress.

REAL FUNCTION GEtaMax
Returns the maximum value of compression (p/p0) attained for the current material.

REAL FUNCTION GPressMax
Returns the maximum value of pressure (in units set by SetGUnit attained for the current
material.

The utility program EOS calculates scans of interpolated values from Sesame tables and the
LLNL EOS parameters and writes them to a listing file. The program uses the standard Sesame
units of

p gm/cm3

e MJ/kg
PGPa
T°K



The program is driven by a script file with the following commands.

LOADALUM3715
Loads a Sesame file (in Acceleration Associates format) with the name ALUM3715.SES
from the current directory. A single run can load up to 10 materials.

INTERPTYPE POLY
Set the interpolation type for the OPENSES routines. The options are POLY
(polynomial, default) or LINEAR (four point linear interpolation).

INTERPORDER 3
Set the order for polynomial interpolations. The default is third order.

NSCAN 100
Set the number of data points in a scan. The default is 50.

SCANTYPE 3
Set the type of scan for interpolations on Sesame tables. The options are Type 1: P(p,T),
Type 2: P(p,e), Type 3: T(p,P) and Type 4: T(p,e). The default is Type 1. Type 4
corresponds to the information from the Gruneisen EOS.

SCAN 2.7 30.0 2.7 100.0
Writes a scan of values over the last Sesame table loaded of the type set by ScanType.
The four numerical values are the starting and ending values of the dependent variables.
For example, for Scan Type 1, the parameters are p(start), T(start), p(end), T(end).

GSCAN ALUM6061 2.7 30.0 2.7 50.0
Writes a list of pressure values over a range of density and internal energy. The second
parameter is the material name from Table 1. The other four parameters are p(start),
e(start), p(end), e(end).

I applied EOS to check agreement between Sesame tables and Eqs. 1 and 3.1 used Sesame
material ALUM3715 and LLNL material ALUM6061. Figures 1 through 5 shows predicted
pressure over the range of e from 0.0 to 100.0 MJ/kg for different densities. There is a large
difference in the predictions for expanded material, but acceptable agreement for compressed
materials. Consider the case for material near solid density (Figure 2). Agreement is good up to
about 10 MJ/kg, corresponding to a temperature of about 8000 °K. The agreeement extends to
higher values of internal energy with greater compression (Figures 3,4 and 5). Note the reduction
of the log scale going from Figure 1 to 5. The missing information at low e is the result of



data limits in the Sesame Table. The predictions of Eq. 1 are good at values of compression well
above the safety limit listed in Ref. 1. At very high compression (p/p0 = 9) Eq. 1 breaks down
completely, giving a negative value for the pressure. From this initial test, it appears that the
analytic expressions of Ref. 1 will give useful EOS information over most of the process of
linear acceleration and target collision, although there will be inaccuracies calculating pressure in
the hot plasma region on the liner outer radius. It is certainly worthwhile to add the capability to
Smash to speed preliminary calculations.

1. D.J. Steinberg, Equation of State and Strength Properties of Selected Materials (Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, UCRL-MA-106439, 1996).

2. S.P. Lyon and J.D. Johnson, Sesame: The Los Alamos National Laboratory Equation-of-
State Database (Los Alamos National Laboratory, LA-UR-92-3407,1992).

Table 1. Materials in Reference 1

Material

Aluminum
(1100-O)

Aluminum
(7075-T6)

Copper
(OFHC 1/2H)

Hafnium

Magnesium
(AZ31B-H24)

Nickel

Code Name

AlumlOO

Alum7075

Copper

Hafnium

Magnesium

Nickel

Material

Aluminum
(2024-T4)

Beryllium
(S200)

Gold

Lead

Mercury

Nickel Alloy
Monel

Code Name

Alum2024

Beryllium

Gold

Lead

Mercury

Nickel_Mon

Material

Aluminum
(6061-T6)

Cadmium

Gold - 5%
Copper

Lithium

Molybdenum

Niobium

Code Name

Alum6061

Cadmium

Gold_Copp

Lithium

Molybdenum

Niobium



Table 1. Materials in Reference 1

Niobium Allow
Fansteel 85

Silver

Steel
(4340 RC 38)

Tantalum -
10% Tungsten

Tin

Tungsten

Uranium -
0.75% Ti

Vanadium

Graphite

Nylon
(Type 6/6)

Micarta

Polystyrene
(CH)

Tungsten
(98.5% in
plastic binder)

Niobium_85

Silver

Steel

Tant_Tung

Tin

Tungsten

Uranium_Ti

Vanadium

Graphite

Nylon

Micarta

Polystyren

Tung_Bind

Platinum

Stainless Steel
(21-6-9)

Steel
(Vascomax
250)

Thorium

Titanium

Tungsten -
3.5%Ni-
1.5%Fe

Uranium - 5%
Molybdenum

Zinc

Kel-F
(C2F3C1)

Lithium
Fluoride

Polyethylene
(CH2)

Silastic
(APC 2.5)

Tungsten
carbide

Platinum

Stainless

Steel_250

Thorium

Titanium

Tung_Ni_Fe

Uranium_Mo

Zinc

Kel-F

LiFI

Polyethyl

Silastic

Tung_Carb

Platinum -
20% Iridium

Stainless Steel
(304)

Tantalum

Thulium

Titanium -
6%AI - 4%V

Uranium

Uranium -
7.5%Nb-
2.5%Zr

Zirconium

Lexan
Polycarbonate

Lucite
(PMMA)

Polypentene
(CH2)

Teflon

Platjrid

SSteel_304

Tantalum

Thulium

Ti_AI_V

Uranium

Uran_Nb_Zr

Zirconium

Lexan

Lucite

Polypenten

Teflon
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CRUNCH BENCHMARK TESTS

Stanley Humphries, Jr.
Acceleration Associates

December 1995

Several tests have already been made on the physical validity of CRUNCH hydrodynamics
calculations. Simulations of shocks generated by colliding plates are in excellent agreement with
predictions from the Hugoniot relationships for a wide variety of materials. Some of the results
are reported in Ref. 1.

The present series of tests is based on sample problems posed by X Division at LANL for code
testing. Three problems are discussed in this memorandum.

1) Free expansion of an ideal gas from a sharp boundary

2) The Noh problem where a shock is generated by a gas initially
in compression

3) The Sedov blast wave

In all cases, the Crunch results match the analytic values almost exactly. In many respects, the
finite-element Crunch code exceeds the performance of Los Alamos codes, which are invariably
based on conventional finite-difference methods on a static mesh. Crunch exhibits better entropy
conservation than the code described in Ref. 2. Furthermore, Crunch provides a more faithful
representation of spatial variations in the Sedov blast wave than the Lasnex results presented in
Ref. 3.

To carry out the tests, I added three ideal gas tables to the PC Sesame Library

Table: IGAS0098.SES
Description: Ideal gas, gamma = 1.667, low temperature
NRho: 100
RhoMin (gm/cm3): 1.0E-08
RhoMax (gm/cm3): 1.0E+00
NTemp: 51
TempMin (deg-K): O.OE+00
TempMax (deg-K): 5.0E+02



Table: IGAS0099.SES
Description: Ideal gas, gamma = 1.667, broad range
NRho: 100
RhoMin (gm/cm3): 1.0E-08
RhoMax (gm/cm3): 1.0E+00
NTemp: 51
TempMin (deg-K): O.OE+00
TempMax (deg-K): 5.0E+08

Table: IGAS0100.SES
Description: Ideal gas, gamma = 1.23, broad range
NRho: 100
RhoMin (gm/cm3): 1.0E-08
RhoMax (gm/cm3): 1.0E+00
NTemp: 51
TempMin (deg-K): O.OE+00
TempMax (deg-K): 5.0E+08

FREE EXPANSION

(File EXPAND.CIN)

The first example is free expansion of a y = 5/3 gas from a sharp boundary. The initial gas
temperature was 298.0 °K, corresponding to sound speed of 1.69 x 105 m/s. To compare to the
results of Ref. 2, the initial uniform gas density of 0.0898 kg/m3 extended from a rigid wall at x =
0 to x = 0.0033 m (0.33 cm). The dimensionless time oft = 0.6 in Ref. 1 corresponds to a time
of 1.69 s. To emphasize the advantage of the finite-element method, I used only 50 cells
compared to 102 cells for the runs in Ref. 2. Figure 1 shows a plot of the relative density at 1.69
us. The result agrees with the numerical and analytic results reported in Ref. 2. Note that the
cells show the element centers of mass, so that the outer boundary of the last element is close to
1.0 cm. A more significant measure of the code quality is conservation of entropy for the
isentropic process. The finite-difference code of Ref. 2 has an entropy error of about 50 per cent
in the outer cell. Figure 2 shows the Crunch results (note the displaced axis). Entropy is
conserved over all elements to within 1.5 per cent.



NOH PROBLEM

(Files NOHPLANE.CIN, NOHCYL.CIN, NOHSPH.CIN)

In this problem, a uniform density of ideal gas (y = 5.3) has a uniform convergence velocity. In
a planar problem, the velocity is directed toward a rigid wall at x = 0. In the cylindrical and
spherical problems, the gas converges toward the axis. In all cases, theory predicts a sharp shock
front that moves outward at one third the initial velocity of the gas. The density behind the
shock has a uniform value compared to the initial gas density: 4.0 for a planar geometry, 16.0 for
cylindrical and 64.0 for spherical. The relative density in front remains at 1.0 for the planar case,
but increases because the gas is initially in compression for the cylindrical and spherical
geometries. At the standard LANL dimensionless diagnostic time of t = 0.6, the downstream
densities should be 4.0 and 16.0 for the cylindrical and planar cases. I used an initial gas radius
of 0.01 m, a compression velocity of-1000 m/s and a diagnostic time of 6 [is. The region was
resolved into 100 elements with an dimensionless viscosity of 2.5.

Figure 3 shows a density plot for the planar case. The shock front is located close to 0.2 cm,
corresponding to the predicted velocity of 333 m/s. The relative density at the front is within 1
per cent of the predicted value. The density dip near the axis is the result of irreversible heating
of the central cells by the artificial viscosity. Note that the shock pressure, plotted in Figure 4, is
uniform over the shocked region.

The results for the cylindrical and spherical cases, plotted in Figures 5 and 6, are even better. The
sharp shock front is well centered at 0.2 cm and the densities are almost exactly 16.0 and 64.0
respectively. It is hard to imagine better results than these. Unfortunately, I cannot compare them
to older LANL codes. P. Whalen of X-Division refuses to divulge any code results for this
problem.

SEDOV BLAST WAVE
5

J (Files SEDOV 1 .ON, SEDOV2.CIN)

i The Sedov blast wave problem is particularly gratifying because it gives a wealth of
ij opportunities for comparisons to analytic theory. Furthermore, Lasnex results have been reported

in Ref. 3 and we directly observe the advantages of Crunch compared to conventional

J formulations. Reference 4 describes the theory for ideal gases. A total energy E is deposited

" 1 •



instantaneously at the center of a uniform gas distribution with zero temperature and density p0,
creating a spherical shock. The shock solution is self-similar, meaning that quantities have the
same relative spatial variations behind the front at all times.

The shock front position is given by

where <;o = 0.93, 0.10 and 1.15 for y = 1.23,1.40, and 1.67. The shock velocity is

The density, pressure and internal energy just behind the front are

Y+i
P, - P.JU (3)

and

2
u = v . (5)
' y+1 * v '

For the Crunch runs, I used the IGAS0099 table (y = 1.667) with an initial density of 0.1
| kg/m3. The uniform gas density extended to radius 0.06 m. A region of radius 0.002 m was

_j divided into 5 elements and given an initial temperature of 2.135 x 107 °K, corresponding to E =
617 J. The remainder of the medium was divided into 95 elements.



The Crunch density plots of Figure 7 demonstrate the self-similar nature of the blast wave.
Density profiles are shown at 3.5,4.0,4.5 and 5.0 us. For the given parameters, the
prediction of Eq. 1 is r = 5.0 cm at t = 5.0 us. The radius for the numerical calculation is about 10
per cent low. This difference is consistent for all values of gamma and reflects the fact that the
initial energy profile is not a 6 function. Figure 8 plots the shock front positions as a function of
time. The log-log plot demonstrates that the variation conforms exactly to the t°4 law.

Figure 9 is a detailed view of the density profile at 5.0 us with the element centroids shown as
circles. Note the radial compression of elements giving excellent resolution of the sharp shock
front. The peak shock density is within 0.3 per cent of the theoretical prediction. In contrast, the
Lasnex results of Ref. 3 show a flaccid profile and a peak density error of 15 per cent. Finally,
Figure 10 shows plots of the spatial variations of pressure, particle velocity and temperature at t
= 5.0 us. The peak pressure is within 5 per cent of the Sedoy prediction. The file SEDOV2.CIN
(for a Y = 1-23 gas) generates results that can be directly compared with the plots of Fig. 1.50 in
Ref. 4.

References

1. S. Humphries, Jr. and C. Ekdahl, Numerical Models of Pressure Pulse Generation by
Imploding Metal Liners, submitted for publication, IEEE Trans. Plasma Science.

2. P. Whalen, Test Problem: Free Expansion, (Los Alamos National Laboratory, 1992),
unpublished.

3. M.R. Clover, Sedov Blast Wave Problem and Sesame EOS 99, (Los Alamos National
Laboratory, X6:MRC-93-126,1993), unpublished.

4. Ya.B. Zel'dovich and Yu. P. Raizer, Physics of Shock Waves and High-temperature
Hydrodynamic Phenomena (Academic Press, New York, 1966), 93.
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CRUNCH RUN: SEDOV BLAST WAVE 01

O 0.5 1.5

Minimum value: 0.(
Minimum position: 0.000E+00
AxisLength: 5.000E+00

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
POSITION (cm)

Maximum value: 4J00E-04
Maximum position: 5.080E+0®
Time: 3.500E-06



Sedov blast wave example

1.0 Time (us) 5.0



CRUNCH RUN: SEDOV BLAST ffAVE 01

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Minimum value: 0.000E+00
Minimum position: 0J00EI00
AxisLength: 5J00E+00

2.0 2.5 3.0
POSITION (cm)

Maximum value: 4.(
Maximum position: 5.000E+00
Time: 5J00E-06
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1.

t.5 1.5

Kiniwi value:
Kinunn position: 4.WE+M
AxisLength: 5.»B»B+9B

I

l in i s ia value: 8.8ME+M
Minima position:
AiisLength: 5.

2.J 2.5 3.1 3.5
POSITIOSM

Maxima value: 1.856M3
Maxima position: 5.M«Et!«
Tite: 5.W8E-W

1.5 2.4 2.5 3.1 3.5
POSITIM (a)

laxiin value: 5.M»EtD3
Kaxiiui position: 5.4WE+W
Tine: 5.8ME-46

4.e

10

4.5

J

I.I
t.l 1.1 1.5

Wnimai value:
Kiniaua positioo: t.mSHt
AxisLength:

2-» 2.5 3.» 3.5
POSinON (ca)

liaxiaui value: 2.S98EH8
BaxiMi position:
Tiae: 5.M8E-M



GRIFT
Proof-of-Principle Tests

Stanley Humphries, Jr.
Acceleration Associates

13407 Sunset Canyon NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111

November 1995

This report summarizes preliminary tests on GRIFT, a two-dimensional hydrodynamics
code. In contrast to convention codes that use Eulerian or Lagrangian difference
equations, GRIFT uses a moving-mesh finite-element formulation. The advantages are
accurate representation of irregularly-shaped objects, excellent numerical stability and
automatic mesh refinement determined by the physics of the problem. Although the
shape of the computational mesh may change dramatically, it is not necessary to
recalculate coupling coefficients. As a result, the calculation process in GRIFT is
extremely efficient. A full simulation typically takes a few minutes on a standard PC.
GRIFT uses Sesame tables for equation-of-state information. The program can handle
up to 10 different materials. Upcoming additions include compressible void elements
and self-consistent two-dimensional magnetic diffusion to model imploding liners.

J



Figure 1

Two-dimensional simulation of the hydrodynamics test for the CRUNCH code reported
in Ref. 1. An aluminum block moving at 10 km/s impacts a shaped Lucite target. The
simulation starts at the moment of impact (Figure 1/4). The aluminum block enters from
the right. The boundaries for all the figures are XMin: 0.0 cm, XMax: 0.5 cm, YMin: -0.1
cm, YMax: 0.6 cm. Note that the Eulerian plot boundaries are included for the viewer's
reference. They have no effect on the physics of the problem. In the calculation, all
material boundaries are free. The mesh has 2278 vertices and the simulation runs for
500 times steps. The total run time on a 100 MHZ Pentium computer is 136 seconds.

Figure 16 shows the mesh 50 ns after impact. Note the planar shock wave and lateral
expansion of material at the interface. The relative density change, indicated by the
compression of the triangular elements, is stronger in the Lucite. Figures 1C (100 ns)
shows expansion of the shock front, reaching the downstream face of the Lucite at 150
ns in Figure D. In Figure E (200 ns) a jet of Lucite is ejected from the front face and the
shock reaches the rear face of the aluminum. Finally, Figure F (250 ns) shows the
assembly exploding as it continues to move to the right. The simulation could continue
to long time scales, following expansion to material volumes many times the original.

Figure 2

Quantitative results from the simulation of Figure 1. A line scan of pressure along x (at
the midplane in y) is plotted at t = 100 ns. Here, the shock is approximately planar. The
material boundary is at 0.14 cm. As predicted, the pressure is uniform over the shocked
material. The average value is 87 GPa, equal to value calculated by CRUNCH (Ref. 1)
and close to the value of 90 GPa predicted from the Hugoniot curves for ALUM3715
and LUCT7450. The plot confirms the effectiveness of the two-dimensional artificial
viscosity algorithm.

Figure 3

Plots of isobars for the simulation of Figure 1 at t = 150 ns. The line oscillations result
from limitations of the contour plotting method rather than from noise in the calculation.
Note the planar shock wave propagating backward in the aluminum (on the right) and
the rarefaction wave starting back through the Lucite at the bottom of the concavity.
The growing rarefaction is apparent in Figure 1Eas a region of enlarged elements.



Figure 4

Illustration of the sliding element boundary. The moving-mesh finite element method
requires three types of boundaries to simulate any hydrodynamic process: a) free
boundary, b) fixed boundary, and c) sliding element boundary. The free boundary,
illustrated in Fig. 1, occurs automatically. The fixed is implemented simply by clamping
the positions of vertices. This condition is used to represent rigid bodies when the
symmetry of the problem dictates that the motion of adjacent elements is normal to the
surface. The most interesting condition is the sliding boundary, unique to the moving
mesh formulation. It represents rigid bodies or symmetry planes with no material motion
across the boundary but allowing parallel element motion. If the vertices on the
boundary where simply clamped, motion of adjacent vertices would quickly distort the
mesh. The sliding boundary in GRIFT prohibits motion normal to the surface but allows
parallel displacement of vertices following the dynamics of the problem.

This simulation is the same as that of Figure 1 except there are slide boundaries at the
top and bottom, representing a periodic array of structures along y. XMin: 0.0 cm.
XMax: 0.5 cm. YMin: -0.1 cm. YMax: 0.6 cm. t: 150 ns.

Figure 5.

Converging shock in a Lucite target driven by an imploding aluminum liner. The
example illustrates the use of slanted sliding boundaries to model 1/6 of a cylindrical
problem. The target on the left has a radius of 1.0 cm. The aluminum liner of the right
has a thickness of 0.1 cm and a uniform velocity of 10 km/s directed toward the axis.
The problem has seven regions:

Region 1. Lucite material region that fills the entire solution
volume.

Region 2. Aluminum material region that overwrites a portion of
the solution region near the outer radius.

Region 3. Sliding boundary vertices along the bottom edge of the
Lucite region with zero initial velocity.

Region 4. Sliding boundary vertices along the bottom edge of the
aluminum region with an initial velocity of 10 km/s toward the
axis.



Region 5. Sliding boundary vertices along the top edge of the
Lucite region with zero initial velocity.

Region 6. Sliding boundary vertices along the top edge of the
aluminum region with an initial velocity of 10 km/s toward the
axis.

Region 7. A fixed point region at the axis to prevent any position
shift from roundoff errors.

Figure A shows the mesh geometry at the point of impact. At 100 ns (Figure 6) a
cylindrical shock moves inward through the Lucite. The shock has just reached the
outer surface of the thin aluminum liner. The cylindrical convergence raises the shock
pressure to about 100 GPa. Figure C shows the material state at 500 ns. The aluminum
liner is disassembling and the shock in the Lucite has moved about halfway to the axis.
Note the excellent cylindrical symmetry. Finally, Figure D shows the mesh at the
point of peak compression on axis (875 ns). The attendant high density of elements at
the axis gives accurate modeling of the pressure spike. A data dump at 900 ns shows a
symmetric rarefaction wave moving away from the axis. This simulation has 4000
vertices and advances 1300 time steps in 571 seconds.

Figure 6

Logarithmic plot of pressure versus radius for the simulation of Fig. 5 at 100 ns, 500 ns
and 875 ns.

1. S. Humphries, Jr. and C. Ekdahl, Numerical Models of Pressure Pulse Generation by
Imploding Metal Liners, submitted to IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science.



Table 1
LINER Example: Mesh Definition File

* GRIFT LINER EXAMPLE TEST
* TriComp MESH input file
* Prepared with BOUNDER
*Date: 11/15/95
*Time: 10:15:56
* Field Precision
* Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111
* Telephone: 505-296-6689
* FAX: 505-294-0222

GLOBAL
XMesh

0.00 1.10 0.010
End

YMesh
0.00 0.55 0.010

End
Graphics: Partial

END

REGION FILL 1
* Lucite

L 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 1.10000E+00 0.00000E+00
A 1.10000E+00 0.00000E+00 9.52630E-01 5.50000E-01 0.00000E+00 0.00
L 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 9.52630E-01 5.50000E-01

END

REGION FILL 2
* Aluminum

L 1.00 0.00 1.10 0.00
A 1.10 0.00 0.95263 0.55 0.00 0.00
L 0.95263 0.55 0.86603 0.50
A 0.86603 0.50 1.000 0.00 0.00 0.00

END

REGION 3
* Lower slide (Lucite)

L O.00000E+O0 0.00000E+00 1.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
END



REGION 4
* Lower slide (Alum)

L 1.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 1.10000E+00 0.00000E+00
END

REGION 5
* Upper slide (Lucite)

L 0.O0O00E+O0 0.O00OOE+00 8.66030E-01 5.00000E-01
END

REGION 6
* Upper slide (Alum)

L 8.66030E-01 5.00000E-01 9.52630E-01 5.50000E-01
END

REGION 7
* Fixed axis point

P 0.00000E+00 0.0000E+00
END

ENDFILE

Table 2
LINER Example: GRIFT Control File

* Main sliding boundary test

* Region Information
* 1 Lucite
* 2 Aluminum
* 3 Lower slide (Lucite)
* 4 Lower slide (Alum)
* 5 Upper slide (Lucite)
* 6 Upper slide (Alum)
* 7 Fixed axis point

Geometry Rect
DUnit 100.0



Load Sesame 1 ALUM3715
Load Sesame 2 LUCT7750
TMax 0.900E-6
DM.00E-9
StepChange 0.800E-6 0.200E-9

* Region 1 Lucite
REGION 1 Material 2
CVIS1 1.00

* Region 2 Aluminum
REGION 2 Material 1
CVIS2 1.00
VINIT 2 Radial 0.00 0.00 -1.0E4
INIT 2 2700.0 300.0

* Region 3 Lower slide (Lucite)
REGION 3 Sliding 1.0 0.0
CVIS3 1.00

* Region 4 Lower slide (Aluminum)
REGION 4 Sliding 1.0 0.0
CVIS4 1.00
VINIT 4 Radial 0.00 0.00 -1.0E4

* Region 5 Upper slide (Lucite)
REGION 5 Sliding 0.86603 0.500
CVIS5 1.00

* Region 6 Lower slide (Aluminum)
REGION 6 Sliding 0.86603 0.500
CVIS6 1.00
VINIT 6 Radial 0.00 0.00 -1.0E4

Region 7 Fixed

DTime0.10E-6
SetTime 0.825E-6
SetTime 0.850E-6
SetTime 0.875E-6

EndFile
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Figure 2. Quantitative results from the simulation of
Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Plots of isobars for the simulation of
Figure 1 at t = 150 ns.



Figure 4. Illustration of the sliding element
boundary.
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SMASH Benchmark Tests
Simulation of Shock-generated Instabilities

Stanley Humphries, Jr.
Acceleration Associates

February 1996

1. Task 1 was the preparation of ideal gas Sesame tables for air
and SF6. The tables used gamma values of 1.4 and 1.1 respectively
and densities of 1 and 5 mg/cm3 at P = 10(5) Pa and T = 300
deg-K.

2. Figure 1 shows the simulation"geometry. Region 1 and 3 are
ambient air. Region 2 is the SF6 layer and Region 4 is shocked
air with parameters chosen to simulate a Mach 1.2 shock wave. The
SF6 layer has upstream perturbations with amplitude 0.5 mm. The
18 mm width of the solution region is 3 perturbation wavelengths.
The region extends 3 0 mm upstream from the SF6 layer and 50 mm
downstream.

3. The SView program was used to generate parameters for the
shocked air. A Hugoniot curve with calculated Mach number is
listed below. The parameters of Region 4 were:

Rho = 0.0013531 gm/cm3
T = 336.2 deg-K
P = 1.51643 x 10 (5) Pa
Up (particle velocity) = 108.31 m/s

The predicted shock velocity was 446.5 m/s

TABLE SAIR000
Baseline density: 1.0000E-03
Baseline pressure: 1.0000E-04
Gamma: 1.4000
Mu: 0.4082

Hugoniot characteristics



Rho
(gm/cm3)

1.0235E-03
1.1233E-03
1.2329E-03
1.3531E-03
1.4850E-03
1.6298E-03
1.7887E-03
1.9631E-03
2.1544E-03
2.3645E-03
2.5950E-03
2.8481E-03
3.1257E-03
3.4305E-03
3.7650E-03
4.1320E-03
4.5349E-03
4.9771E-03
5.4623E-03

Press
(GPa)

1.0235E-04
1.1659E-04
1.3289E-04
1.5164E-04
1.7334E-04
1.9862E-04
2.2826E-04
2.6341E-04
3.0556E-04
3.5668E-04
4.1972E-04
4.9929E-04
6.0160E-04
7.3840E-04
9.2882E-04
1.2106E-03
1.6686E-03
2.5347E-03
4.7858E-03

Mach number

1.0100
1.0687
1.1322
1.2011
1.2762
1.3584
1.4489
1.5494
1.6619
1.7889
1.9340
2.1030
2.3020
2.5440
2.8468
3.2434
3.8007
4.6765
6.4159

4. The bottom boundary was set as a fixed wall moving upward at
Up, the sides were slide boundaries, and the top was a fixed
boundary. The shock front was 1 mm from the average upstream edge
of the SF6 layer at t = 0.0. An initial check run was made with
the SF6 layer replaced by ambient air. Figure 2 shows pressure
contours at 20 us - the shock wave has moved 8 mm and passed
through the layer. Although the elements in the layer region were
asymmetric, the shock preserves a straight front (Note that the
small scale serrations are an artifact of the contour routine.)
Figure 3 shows a scan of pressure at this time from 20 mm to 50
mm, confirming a matched shock wave. The location of the shock
front infers a shock velocity of 440 m/s.

5. The remaining figures illustrate the effect of the dense SF6
layer. Figure 4, a contour plot of pressure at 20 us, shows the
refraction of the shock wave by the layer perturbation. Figure 5,
a sequence of boundary plots for the SF6 layer in an Eulerian
frame, illustrates the growth of the Richtmyer-Meshkov



instability. The bottom region is the layer of initially ambient
air between the shock front and the SF6 layer.

6. The deformable-mesh finite-element formulation of SMASH
inherently requires continuity of the material media. The program
will give quick and accurate predictions for the initial
non-linear growth of instabilities in liner acceleration and
collisions. On the other hand, it is not suited to problems that
involve large amounts of material slippage, vorticity and
turbulence. The sequence in Figure 6 illustrates both the
benefits and limitations of the approach. Figure 6a shows a
region of the initial mesh with the perturbed upstream surface at
the bottom. The full mesh contains approximately 12,000 elements.
The downstream side of the layer is visible as a straight line in
the amorphous mesh. Note the increase in element size at a
distance from the layer. Figure 6b shows the same spatial region
at 80 us. Elements have moved upward and the physics has driven a
rezoning that concentrates elements in regions of high
compression. Finally, Fig. 6c shows the highly-distorted mesh at
160 us with a strongly developed instability. The figure
illustrates that the method is robust. There were no Sesame
interpolation errors or inverted elements up to this point. On
the other hand, the mesh in Fig. 6c is near the practical limit
for the method. An inconsistent Sesame interpolation was detected
at 167 us.



Figure 1. Solution region boundaries,
shock moves upward. Plot boundaries:
XMin: 0.0 mm, XMax: 18.0 mm, YMin:
0.0 mm, YMax: 80.0 mm. Region 1:
Ambient air. Region 2: Shaped layer of
ambient SF6. Region 3: Ambient air.
Region 4: Shocked air.



Pressure (GPa)

XMin:
l a x :
ffin:
YHax:
Unit:

t:
VIlin:
VMax:

dV:

2
5
0
1
1
2
1
1
7

.000000E+01
J00000E+01
.000000E+00
.800000E+01
.000000EI03
.000009E-05
.023611E-04
.567414E-04
.768619E-06

Figure 2. Benchmark test pressure contours. Regions 1, 2 and 3 filled with
ambient air. Mach 1.2 shock moves upward. Zoomed view, with XMin: 0.0
mm, XMax: 18.0 mm, YMin: 20.0 mm, YMax: 50.0 mm. Contour interval:
7800 Pa. Time: 20 us.



RUN: rm03

CJ3

S3
CO
CO
CU
S

0 . 5 1.0

VMin: 0.1
VMax: 1.528770E-04
Time: 2.000009E-05

1.5

Distance
DMin:
DMax:

2.
5.

2.0 2.5

Figure 3. Vertical scan of pressure for the solution of Fig. 2 at 20 |us. Direct
output from the SMASH post-processor. Shock has moved 8.8 mm.



Pressure (GPa)

XMax:
YMin:
YMax:
Uni t :

t:
VMin:
l a x :

dV:

1.800000E+01
3.000000E+01
5J00000E+01
1J00000E+03

' 2.000009E-05
1J00000E-B4
2J00000E-04
6.666667E-86

Figure 4. Main test with SF6 layer. Zoomed view showing of pressure
contours showing refraction of the shock wave. Countour interval: 6700 Pa.
Time: 20 us. XMin: 0.0 mm, XMax: 18.0 mm, YMin: 30.0 mm, YMax: 50.0
mm.
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D

Figure 5. Main test with SF6 layer.
Boundary plots showing growth of the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. The SF6
layer is the upper bounded region. The
lower region is the ambient air upstream
from the layer. Plot boundaries, XMin:
0.0 mm, XMax: 18.0 mm, YMin: 30.0
mm, YMax: 50.0 mm. a) 40 us. b) 80 us.
c) 120 us. d) 160 us.
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SMASH BENCHMARK TEST: AFLYER

Stanley Humphries, Jr.
Acceleration Associates

May 23, 1996

GOAL: Testing code stability, particularly the use of a moving void region to ensure
stability of the outer liner surface

GEOMETRY: One-dimensional acceleration of a 2.5 mm thick aluminum plate by a
pulsed magnetic field By(t) with a peak magnitude of 140 tesla. Massless void region
2.5 mm thick with high electrical conductivity.

PHYSICS: Simultaneous calculation of magnetic field diffusion and hydrodynamic
acceleration. Material properties from SESAME ALUM3715, temperature-dependent
electrical conductivity ALUM.CND.

RESULTS: The plate accelerates to 6.86 km/s in 12 us and moves a total distance of
4.35 cm in x. Throughout the run, the plate exhibits uniform properties along y, even at
the sliding boundaries.

FIGURES:

A) By(t) at the plate surface for an applied boundary vector potential (Az) that
rises smoothly to 0.40 tesla-m in 1.6 us.

B) Magnetic field lines (contours of constant AJ at 4.0 us. The plate has
moved 0.51 cm.



C) Scan of By over the plate and void regions at 4.0 us. Penetration is in good
agreement with skin depth predictions.

D) State of the finite-element mesh at 6.0 ps. Note the enlargement of
elements at the plate surface resulting from heating by the high induced
current density. The plate has moved 1.27 cm.

E) Scan of temperature over the plate volume at 6.0 us.

F) Code calculations of the element velocity at the center of the plate (solid
line) versus a global acceleration prediction from the formula

f
v =

2u pw

where w is the plate thickness (0.0025 m), p is the density (2700 kg/m3) and
the integral is taken over the magnetic field of Fig. A. There is absolute
agreement to 3.5 per cent. The oscillations in the code velocity are caused by
shock wave reflections.
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B
RUN: aflyer

TriComp/PULSE
Field Precision

Contour Plot Data

XMin: -5.129357E-01
511758E-02
000000E+00
500051E+00

XMax:
YMin:
YMax:
DUnit:
Time:
Azlin:
Azlax:

dAz:

1
l.
1
1
4
6
3
1

332918E-09
999600E-01
666500E-02



c
0.0

: aflyer

ByMin: -1.169M6E+02
Bylfax: 0J

Distance
DMin: -5.129357E-01
DMax: 1.511758E-02
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RUN: aflyer

Vllin: 9.9BB19E+
VMax: 2.889156EI93
Time: 6.

Distance
DMin: -1.273992E+1
DMax: -7.123555E-91
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